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by Roy Krantz
On Thursday evening, Oct. 2, the
University Coalition to End the War
in Viet Nam held its second open
meeting of the year. The coalition
met in the Main Lounge of the
Union to discuss the nationwide
Moratorium scheduled for Oct. 15.
Charlie Jacobs, assistant to
Student Senate President Stan
Cowan, opened the meeting by
giving a brief run-down of the
Coalition's plans for the
Moratorium. These included a rally,
teach-ins, a- speech by Sen. George
McGovern and a film. After the
speech by Sen. McGovern, the
Coffee House will hold a discussion
period with UM President Winthrop
Libby and State Senator Kenneth
MacLoed. The topic will be social
change and the public is urged to
join the panel in discussion.
SdS member John McGrail
explained that the planned publicity
includes use of leaflets, the public
address system at the Union,
door-to-door talking in the
dormitories and a full page ad in the
CAMPUS. A collection was taken to
pay for the newspaper ad.
The next speaker, Stan Cowan,
mentioned that some faculty
members would possibly attend the
teach-ins and more would probably
cancel their classes for the day.
He added the Coalition consists
of the Student Senate, SdS, the
Young Democrats and anyone else
wanting to help. The most
important job for these groups is
publicity, Cowan said, and press
releases will be sent to all
newspapers in the state, and
WGUY's talk show will discuss the
Moratorium.
Suggestions were asked for and
several people in the audience
responded with ideas on publicity
and programs. In response to one
question Cowan stated more
Coalition pins will be available early
in the week at the Senate office.
by Jonathan %Mite
President Winthrop Libby has
announced that scheduled classes
will not be called off Wednesday
Oct. 15, the day of the nationwide
Moratorium to End the War. lie sees
nothing wrong, however, with the
Moratorium as he believes it is an
important part of the college
experience to discuss vital issues.
"I would hope that the Moratorium observance will make clear to the Administration that in
the continuance of this senseless bloodshed lies the seed of national tragedy. It is an effort
which merits the responsible participation of all Americans who are anxious to reverse a policy
of military attrition and moral disaster." Senator George S. McGovern
Chancellor speaks to senate
by Bob Haskell
Speaking before the first formal
gathering of this year's Student
Senate on Tuesday afternoon, UM
Chancellor Donald R. McNeil stated
"the discussions that will take place
during the Oct. 15 Vietnam War
Moratorium are just fine, but we
the maine
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must distinguish between having the
University provide a forum for
discussing any issue, and actually
taking sides on a political issue of
this nature."
McNeil also commented to the
newly elected senate body on
Volume LXXIII
University policy concerning the
Orono campus, a student
government for the expanded
University system, and the future
status of the Orono campus within
the context of the Master Plan he
wrote last year.
The Chancellor was in Orono on
Tuesday and Wednesday for a series
of meetings with the graduate
programs and public services
directors, as well as with deans,
school directors, and department
heads and chairmen.
Adding to his comments on the
Moratorium, McNeil said, "I am
bothered by other campuses that are
cancelling classes and are being used
to take sides on political issues."
He added that he would refuse to
use the University of Maine to
officially take side on any issue
continued on page 11
President Libby believes that
classes should not be called off
because the University must first
meet its educational responsibility
to those students who do not wish
to attend the moratorium. Also, the
moratorium is not University
sponsored, rather it is being
conducted through the efforts of
the University Coalition to End the
War in Vietnam.
Some faculty members have
decided to personally call off their
classes for the day and others, who
are in agreement with the
moratorium but who feel that their
classes cannot be cancelled, will
wear black armbands.
President Libby praised the
planned moratorium. "It shows a
high level of student responsibility,"
he said, " and it has been planned
entirely within established
procedures. I can see no reason at
all why it isn't the University's
responsibility to discuss vital issues
and I am all in favor of varying
points of view being discussed in
this fashion. It is an opportunity to
express viewpoints orally and not
physically. This is absolutely no
occasion for a physical
confrontation."
Libby said, "Regardless of how
we may view the situation in
Vietnam, let all of us resolve to
make Oct. 15, 1969, a day worthy
of man's noblest dream: a just and
lasting peace."
Senate backs UM Moratorium
by Russ Van Arsdale
At its first meeting Tuesday night
the Student Senate voted to
"endorse and support" the Vietnam
Moratorium Committee in their
efforts to effect an early and
complete withdrawal from Veitnam.
The 71-4 vote (with 5 abstentions)
indicated the sentiments of the
Senate concerning the war and
specifically the Oct. 15 Moratorium
activities planned at Orono.
Two motions presented on the
floor relative to boycotting classes
Wednesday failed. As Charlie Jacobs,
administrative assistant to President
Stan Cowan, said at the meeting,
"The reason we haven't asked them
(the administration) to cancel classes
is that we didn't want to cloud this
issue with another problem. We
want people to focus on the war
and not on extraneous issues."
Cowan indicated that President
Libby has advised the faculty
against scheduling exams for Oct. 15
and that many professors have
expressed their desire to participate
in the moratorium.
The Senate voted also to institute
a draft counseling service to inform
students of their rights within the
draft system. The Senate Executive
Committee will appoint a director
shortly to set up and operate the
service. A local lawyer has offered
his services free of charge for this
project, according to Jacobs.
By a 57-14 vote (9 abstentions)
seven non-Senate members were
granted voting rights on fiscal
matters and speaking privileges on
all other matters. These are the
presidents of the IFC, Associated
Women Students, Central Dorm
Activities Board and the four
classes.
A surplus of $21,000 from the
student activity fee assessed for this
year was reported during discussion
on the motion to approve this year's
Senate budget. A Senate Finance
Committee has been set up to
oversee the funds, which will be
appropriated foi ;rojects beneficial
to the student body as a whole.
The Senate also granted official
recognition to Sigma Nu fraternity
as a campus organization. Sigma Nu
petitioned for recognition last spring
after their disassociation with the
Interfraternity Council (IFC). The
break came after IFC's "political
involvement" with last spring's
peace march. Gene Conlogue,
continued on page 13
3300 elect new senate
by Russ Van Arsdale
88 Student Senators have been
elected for this year after a "tight"
campaign. Eleven incumbents were
re-elected.
A turnout of 3,300 voters at the
Oct. I general election was reported
by Doug Richardson chairman of
homecoming
the Senate Elections Committee.
Richardson called this a very "tight"
campaign with 176 persons
contending for 71 dormitory and
off-campus seats.
Enthusiasm over the Senate race
was apparently lacking in Lewiston
Hall and Penobscot Hall, however.
Only one candidate ran from each
dorm, both of which are allotted
two Senate seats. Special elections
were held Friday to fill the
vacancies.
continued on page 14
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Tom Rush and Orpheus will play a double
concert for Homecoming Weekend. One
ticket pays for both concerts.
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IN THE OCTOBER
• The Fight For the President's
Mind — And the Men Who
Won It by Townsend Hoopes
• The Oakland Seven by Elinor
Langer
• The Young and the Old:
Notes on a New History by
Robert Jay Lifton
... and, Dan Wakefield on
The Great Haircut War
AT YOUR NEWSSTAND NOW
The Maine Campus October 9, 1969
First reports due
'Blue Ribbon' commission acts
by Bob Haskell
The five subcommittees of the
"Blue Ribbon" or Higher Education
Planning Commission, the first phase
of UM Chancellor Donald R.
McNeil's Master Plan for the
expanded University system, are
expected to complete reports
concerning the University's future
during the week of Oct. 27.
The reports will consider such
problems as combining the Portland
and Gorham campuses into one
unit, whether or not UM should
continue operating the two-year
post-high school educational
programs, said Assistant Chancellor
Dr. Stanley Freeman last Friday.
These reports will be submitted
to the Chancellor Nov. 7, Freeman
said, and the recommendations, to
be finalized in reports due sometime
next summer, will serve as guidelines
for the University's operation for
the next 10-20 years.
The "Blue Ribbon" Commission
was organized during the early part
of last summer "to study the needs
for higher education in Maine and
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make recommendations to the
chancellor for steps the University
should take to respond to the needs
of the state," Freeman said in an
earlier interview.
The subcommittee conducted a
series of meetings during the
summer, and have met several times
since the beginning of the semester
in an effort to complete their first
reports.
The Hon. Frank M. Coffin of
Portland is chairman of the
Commission, which consists of 27
Maine citizens including a number
of the state's business leaders, four
state legislators (two representatives
and two senators), two Associated
Press correspondents, one sculptor, a
union official and a high school
teacher, the president of Bowdoin
College and the director of the
Central Maine Vocational Technical
Institute, the Deputy Secretary of
State, and the wife of former state
senator Elmer Violette.
Each member of the Commission
has been assigned to one
subcommittee, and each committee
has been designated to study a
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general interest area involving the
UM.
(1) The Needs and Goals of
Higher Education Committee will
determine what future direction the
UM will follow for most effectively
serving the state.
(2) The Education Programs and
Resources Committee will determine
what the University has to work
with now and what it will be
needing.
(3) The Campus and Mission
Committee will try to determine
how the existing and future UM
college campuses can best be used ir
achieving the broadest possibly
educational system for the state.
(4) The External Relations
Committee will be responsible for
evaluating and achieving strong
relations with the private
educational institutions in the state,
the state and federal governments,
and the general public.
(5) The Finance Committee will
control the Commission's purse
strings by evaluating the financial
practicality of proposed programs,
and seeing that the money is raised
for approved projects. It will also
examine philosophical questions
such as what share of the University
expenses the students and the
taxpayers should pay.
An Executive Committee,
comprised of the five committee
chairmen, serves to prevent the
various committees from duplicating
efforts undertaken by other
committees.
The "Blue Ribbon" Commission
is one of a four-part operation that
comprises Chancellor McNeil's
Master Plan.
The other component of the plan
include regional committees to the
Commission concerning educational
problems from their areas;
student-faculty-administrator
advisory committees from each of
the UM campuses, and a series of
task forces to investigate University
-wide programs and problems such
as tuition, athletics, the extension
program, and the rank, term, and
tenure of UM professors.
CAMPUS staff
hears complaints
The gauntlet was thrown open to
the Campus staff at a 2 hour
discussion last Friday. Criticizing
what he called a lack of concern for
"academic excellence," Prof. Harold
Young of the Forestry Department
charged the Campus with neglecting
the really important aspects of the
university.
"Instead of worrying about the
heat in your apartment, why don't
you worry about the quality of the
education you are receiving here? I
know, and you know, there are a
lot of incompetent teachers and
dull, uninteresting courses on this
campus. And while you may have
the guts to attack a landlord in
Bangor, you don't have the guts to
do anything about teachers or
courses you know are no good,"
Prof. Young claimed.
Last week Prof. Young sent
letters to 25 faculty and
administration members proposing a
meeting with the Campus staff. Of
the 25 invited, 7 came to Lord Hall
where they met with 30 staff
members and Professors Brooks
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Hamilton and Alan Miller of the
Journalism Dept. This meeting was
to give these professors and
administrators a chance to air their
personal griefs about the Campus.
Prof. Young also said the quality
of newspaper writing in the Campus
had deteriorated noticeably. "The
reporters seem to have been making
more and more errors in simple
factual reporting."
Referring mostly to editorials,
Prof. Kenneth Allen, Chairman of
the Zoology Dept., said he felt the
Campus was one-sidedly depressing,
and said he would like to see some
positive aspects of Maine given more
space. "After reading this week's
Campus, I wondered what the heil I
was doing at the University of
Maine at all if it was really such a
terrible place," Prof. Allen said.
Prof. Charles Major of the
Zoology Dept. said the Campus was
wasting space with unnecessary
articles. "A long article on last
week's football game is superfluous
after several daily newspapers have
printed the same story days in
advance," he said.
Bert Pratt Jr. from the
Admissions Office attacked from a
slightly different angle. He said the
Campus was hurting the image of
the University. The image, he said is
particularly important when high
school seniors are deciding which
college or university they want to
attend. "This paper does not help
me sell the school," Pratt said.
Dean of Students Arthur Kaplan
said the Campus staff had lowered
the quality of the newspaper by
resorting to name calling. He cited
as examples .the editorials that
appeared two weeks ago concerning
the Senior Skulls and All-Maine
Women.
However, one member of the
establishment supported the
Campus. Prof. Edward Ives of the
Folklore Dept. said, in his opinion,
a newspaper should say what needs
to be said. And in this respect he
felt the Campus has been steadily
improving rather than deteriorating.
Campus staff reactions to these
charges were varied. On the charge
that they should report more
"good" and "less" bad aspects of
the university, the general opinion
among staff members was that the
Campus gave editorial space to
negative opinions because these
areas need constructive criticism and
change the most.
CLASSIFIED
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OCTOBER 15th
. . . a day that has been set aside throughout the country in
order that we may work for peace in Vietnam.
We urge all members of the University Community to support us in our efforts
to bring about:
1. An immediate cease-fire
2. An early and complete withdrawal from Vietnam
WEDNESDAY OCTOBER 15th
8:00-12:00 A.M. We ask all faculty and students to initiate discussions in their
classes on the war and related issues. Resource people will be
provided on request.
12:45 P.M. RALLY LIBRARY STEPS
1:15 P.M.
3:00 P.M.
"STUDENTS vs. THE DRAFT"
Ralph Green, Friends Service Committee
Bangor Room Memorial Union
"THE AMERICAN EMPIRE"
Scott Nearing, Social Science Institute
130 Little Hall
3:00 P.M. Movie "NO VIETNAMESE EVER CALLED ME NIGGER"
120 Little Hall
7:00 P.M. Senator George McGovern
will speak at the Memorial Gym
No admission will be charged
Sponsored by the Student Senate in Conjunction with-The University Coalition
for Peace in Vietnam
I.
Please tear out and leave at the Senate Office 12 Lord Hall
 
 I am willing to contribute $ 
 
to help pay for this Ad.
 
 I am willing to work and would like my name added to the Coalition's
mailing list.
NAME
CAMPUS ADDRESS 
the politics of youth:
Recently, the Young Americans for
Freedom (YAF) have been getting
more and more publicity from the
mass media. Last Sunday's "Parade"
devoted a full page spread on YAF,
which was formed nine years ago as
part of the Goldwater for President
drive.
One of their posters has the peace
symbol slightly altered to resemble a
strategic bomber. In small letters
appear the words, "drop it" while
underneath the symbol appear the
words, "Hell Yes." YAF supports the
move for a volunteer army but they
are against mandatory social security,
which if tried, would mean the end
of the system altogether.
While YAF uses indiscriminate
"Red Baiting" in their official
propaganda, it comes out in favor of
black capitalism. It might be
interesting to see Stokely Carmichael
running General Motors. Three cheers
for YAF on that point.
However, what struck our sense of
the ridiculous most strongly was a
quote by YAF's national college
director, Philip Abbott Luce. lie said,
"Our major concern is to defeat them
(SdS) and educate students as to the
values of the American System."
Conceding them their right to
grapple with the SdS ideologically,
we wonder about their efforts to turn
on the "silent majority" of politically
inactive students. It is these students
who have followed the new left
leadership in its struggles against this
cashbox orientated democracy. YAF
seeks to change this, to thus
undermine the new left. Their efforts
will doubtless be wasted.
From the age of five or six, all of
us began our indoctrination into the
system. Schools teach us about our
freedom of religion, of speech and of
the press, somehow forgetting to tell
us those freedoms also mean that we
can criticize, we can protest, and we
can overthrow our government if it is
tyrannical. (Check out the
Declaration of Independence.)
By the time we're teenagers, our
maturing minds have been orientated
sufficiently so we dare not or care
not to question what is being told us.
Guidance Counsellors start us
thinking about how we can support
our families (go to college so you can
make gobs of money) when we're
still experiencing our first back seat
love affair.
So if after all this, those who fight
the system can count on the "silent
majority" to back them in their
efforts, something must be wrong
with the system and YAF is on the
wrong track trying to teach us
otherwise. To clarify, if the values of
the American system are not strong
enough to require our obedience,
then the protest of the new left must
have some merit.
(DEF)
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we read the NEWS today (oh boy]
"Maine's Largest Daily Newspaper" has done
it again. Another in it's long line of imfamous
editorials appeared in the issue of September
30, entitled HOW WOULD THEY FARE?
The editorial says, in part, "I have an
idea...about the hippies and all the other
people who want no part of the American way
of life. You know who I mean; the ones who
are anti-Establishment. They spell it with a
capital E -- as in evil." Then it goes on to say,
"Let's round up a passel of them and ship them
to a deserted island..."
From there the editorial goes into a rather
lengthy discussion of how this move would
force these people to conform to the grand
traditions of the hard-working, flag- waving,
don't-buck-the-system American.
This kind of tripe has been written for years,
or at least since the LIFE magazine hippie
stereotype came into fashion. We all have read
it and most of us are getting pretty tired of it.
It has emulsified the minds of too many people
and has been as responsible, if not more so, for
the 'Generation Gap' (whatever the hell that is)
as any real confrontation between young and
old life style.
If you haven't yet understood that the
people who write these things are talking about
YOU, then you've missed the point. If you're
not a 'hippie,' don't think you're free from
criticism. You're still young and chances are
you have liberal ideas about at least one thing.
And even if you're not a liberal, just being
young, it seems, is enough to annoy some
people. To listen to the people who write such
editorials as HOW WOULD THEY FARE one
would think those enjoying rock music are lazy,
shiftless and un-American, and anyone who
dares to criticize his country has simply got to
go.
A lot of students want to change this
country. Nearly every young person we know
has some legitimate gripe against America, but
these same people have an innate love for
America, which is why they choose to change it
rather than leave it.
If you are just another American kid, with a
passion for having a good time, for living a full
life while you still can, and for wanting to
make America a place that you can be proud of
because you're planning to stay here a while,
than you have a legitimate gripe against
"Maine's largest daily newspaper." Because on
September 30th that newspaper slapped you in
the face.
(JHS)
students pay
In the controversy over the university
bookstore there is one side of the question
which perhaps is being overlooked. It is true
that students are spending more and more
money on textbooks, and it is true that these
textbooks are expensive, often times more
expensive than if bought somewhere else. But it
is also a fact that students have to buy the
books.
The bookstore has nothing to do with what
books are required for a course, nor does it
have any say in how many books a course
requires. All that is determined by the faculty.
And it is perhaps the faculty, not the
bookstore, that should be receiving some of the
damnation. If the students didn't have to buy
the books, they wouldn't have to pay for them.
Some of the books used for courses are
necessary, especially the reference type used in
many science courses. But it seems that most
every professor doesn't feel he's teaching a
course unless he has some brilliant text at his
side. And because these professors want the
latest in texts (which is impossible because
every text is outdated by the time it's in print),
they require a new one each year, or ask
students to get the latest edition.
The result of this change-over in books is old
editions are rendered useless, and can't be sold
as used books. The student is stuck with them.
That's fine if he's building a library, but not
too good if he considers his books as
investments, something to be taken care of,
then sold to gain money for next year's books.
Perhaps the best way, then, to cut down
costs of books, is to limit the number of books
a professor may require, or maybe it would be
best to tell the professor he cannot require
more than ten or 20 dollars worth of books AT
BOOKSTORE PRICES. Half the time it seems
the professor has no idea of what the books
cost. And if he does, he seems to neglect the
fact the student has other courses, as well as a
smaller budget.
Since about a third of the textbooks bought
each year never get read, and since another
third repeat things discussed in class, a little
intelligent revision of a professor's booklist
would not hurt course content, would make
both the student and professor more apt to pay
attention to what is said in the classroom and
would definitely help a student's money
situation.
The time to start talking about this is now.
Students should be free to discuss their texts
with professors, and the instructors should be
ready to evaluate if they really need that text
after all.
It is a simple matter to have a couple of
copies placed on reserve in the library. There's
no sense in forcing students to compete with
that library.
(DLB)
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king's
garbage truck
by Steve King
By now you've probably read at least a dozen
reviews of Easy Rider, the new Peter Fonda movie.
Well, almost everything you've read about it is true.
It's an amazing movie from almost every angle, and
a truly American movie in that individualistic and
mythic sense that also characterizes Bonnie and
Clyde, Alice's Restaurant, and Point Blank. It states
a purely American situation in purely American
terms. And for me, at least, the most startling thing
about the picture was the way it points up the gap
between the generations in America today.
Drugs? Yes, the characters use them. In the
opening sequence we see Fonda and his side-kick,
Dennis Hopper, selling a kilo of heroin to a
bored-looking rich kid in order to finance their trip
across the country to the Mardi Gras. Later they
turn on their new friend (played with magnificent
verve by lack Nicholson) to marijuana. Near the
conclusion they share an apocolyptic acid trip with
two whores in a New Orleans graveyard. But what
seems important is this: There is no importance
attached to it—to these characters (and apparently
to writer Terry Southern, to the producers, and to
the entire production crew), drugs are as much a
part of life as cigarettes, the automobile, and the
corner drugstore. If you aren't into the drug scene,
this calm acceptance comes as a neck-snapping
surprise. Nobody preaches drugs in Easy Rider;
drugs are just there. And the inevitable conclusion is
that they are here to stay.
Violence? Yes, it happens. The lawyer who tags
along with Fonda and Hopper is beaten to death in
the night by a group of skulking Louisiana
rednecks. Hopper is blasted from his motorcycle by
a grinning farmer packing a double-barreled shotgun,
and Fonda follows him. The best scene in the movie
comes when the three of them stop at a small
country diner to order coffee. A gaggle of teen-aged
girls in a corner booth are turned on by the odd
kind of go-to-hell freedom they represent ("Oooh, I
like that one in the red suspenders"), while four or
five blue-collar workers a booth up grow angry and
insulting for the same reason ("Hey, Cal, ain't they
the purtiest girls you ever saw?"). The resultant
tension and impending violence, the sense of total
alienation between old and young, is familiar to any
young person who wears longer hair or sports a
beard. These three seem to be fleeing across
America more than they are touring it, uneasily
flaunting their freedom in a country that has
become increasingly more hysterical at signs of
nonconformity. Their violent end is not typical,
perhaps not even logical, but it is symbolically
satisfying—that is to say, it is inevitable.
Sex? AU over the place. Again, the people who
have made the movie feel the fact is so obvious that
it needs no exposition. The scene in the
whorehouse, where Fonda and Hopper try to adjust
themselves to the idea of sex for money instead of
sex just because it seems like a good idea, is more
than funny. It seems to be a perfect example of
what anthropologists call cultural lag—Hopper and
Fonda see the whole idea of prostitution as socially
absolete. Why are people paying for it when
everyone else is giving it away?
Most adults aren't going to like Easy Rider. It
exposits alien people living an alien way of life.
They are going to find the music, the philosophy,
life-styles and love-styles upsetting and
unintelligible. And the kids aren't going to be able
to understand their reaction.
I saw the movie in Boston, and probably the
most terrifying comment (and the most typical) I
heard afterward came from one of two Boston
police who had watched the movie. One looked at
the other and said "The only thing I liked about it
was the ending." No cop has ever given me a hassle.
I've never been thrown in jail. When I'm lost, I
always look for a blue uniform to direct me. But
right then I wanted to run away and hide. This is
the kind of a feeling that Easy Rider is apt to leave
you with. It's not a perfect movie—much of the
dialog and some of the acting is perfectly
hideous—but you 'me it to yourself to see it.
Page five
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On June to, 1965, Captain Walter Louis Hall died in Dong Goi, Centran
Vietnam. A member of the University of Maine's class of 1961, Hall was the
first alumnus to die in the Vietnam war.
Captain James Michael McDonough graduated from Maine with the class of
1961. He died in Vietnam on August 2, 1966.
Major William Francis Callihan received his degree from Maine in 1953. He
was killed in Vietnam on November 11, 1966.
Lt. Alan Harry Zimmerman was a member of the class of 1965. On
February 2, 1967 he lay dead on a battlefield in Vietnam.
A year before Zimmerman graduated, Lt. Thomas Edward Merchant Gray
left Maine as a member of the class of 1964. He died in Vietnam several days
after Zimmerman, on February 24, 1967.
A classmate of Gray's Lt. Dana Leon Gerald was killed in action in
Vietnam less than a month later, on March II, 1967.
Another month passed and Lt. Paul Lewis Stimpson, class of 1965, was
killed in Vietnam April 22, 1967.
A classmate of Stimpson's 1st Lt. Stephen Winfield Davis, died in Vietnam
August 8, 1967.
Corporal Stanton Richard Dyke graduated from Maine in 1967. By
February 9, 1968, Dyke was dead in Vietnam.
Lt. Commander Arthur James Elliot, graduated from the University of
Maine in 1953. He died in Cambodia on December 29, 1968.
P.F.C. Gilford Frank Dashner graduated from the University of Maine with
the class of 1968. On July 8 of that year Dashner was dead in Vietnam.
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On October 15, 1969, students, faculty,
administrators and other members of the
University of Maine community are being asked
to take part in a national Moratorium on the
Vietnam war. Its a time to stop the normal
course of business and discuss the war.
No matter what position you take on the
war, you still owe it to yourself to talk about
it, if for no other reason than the 11 dead
alumni of this university listed at the top of
the page.
That list came from the Alumni Center, and
its somewhat reassuring to know only 11 of us
have died in the damn war. But that's still 11
too many, and there are probably more the
Alumni center doesn't know about yet. On top
of that there's all the UM students who never
graduated, and thus aren't on file with the
Center, as well as the many who aspired to
attend the university, but couldn't.
And whether you think the war is worth
what its costing, in money and lives, I bet some
of the family and friends of these 11 dead men
would be willing to argue the mint.
There's many things going on October 15 as
part of the Moratorium. They're worth going
to, and considering the issues at stake, two or
three hours of missed class time isn't much to
suffer. If your classes haven't been called off,
that doesn't mean you have to go. If you go, it
doesn't mean you can't discuss the war. The
important thing is just understand what's
happening and why.
The war isn't over yet.
*****************************
reader opinion
needs a new
truck
To the Editor:
Would someone kindly tell
me what is wrong with having
such groups as the All-Maine
Women, Senior Skulls, and the
Sophomore Eagles and Owls on
campus? I do not know too
much about three of the
groups, but, as a freshman girl,
I have had a lot of contact with
the Eagles, and if the other
groups are anything like this
organization, I'm all for them.
The two sophomore groups
were established for the main
purpose of helping the
incoming class "move in" and
get adjusted to college life.
They serve their purpose well.
In addition to the above,
these kids instill some spirit in
the freshmen and get them into
the swing of things. At the rally
prior to the first football game,
the only people there, aside
from a few upperclassmen
*maybe 25-30 in number) were
delagations of freshmen girls,
sitting by dorms and led by
their Eagles. They may have
been few in number, but those
Eagles sure got everyone
cheering. They really livened
the thing up.
Just because Steve King is
jealous because he never
actively belonged to one of
these organizations, it is no
reason for them to be torn
apart every week. It is a terrible
shame that this guy must show
his ignorance in such a widely
read paper.
All that I have left to say is
that the day that the All-Maine
Women, Senior Skulls, the
Sophomore Eagles and the
Sophomore Owls are dissolved.
the University of Maine will
lose a very integral portion of
its being!
Faye Morgan
55 •
mirror.
reflections
To the Editor:
I cannot remember ever
reading, in a student
publication, such dribble as the
article 'MIRRORS' Brings It
Together, by Jim Smith.
Since Mr. Smith admitted his
ignorance in the area of film
making, how could you justify
the acceptance of a review by
such an incompetert critic?
Not only were the criticisms
continued on page 6
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17 Main Street, Orono
Who needs it? We mean the fear of making a
wrong career decision. The concern of becoming
another anonymous entity in a faceless environ-
ment. Forget it. It won't happen with us. If
YOU want to be you, Sikorsky Aircraft is where
you should be.
You see, we welcome fresh, inquiring minds with
the desire to probe and, above all, participate.
At Sikorsky, you won't see your ideas swept into
a corner... or swap your identity for a paycheck.
So, if you're a highly motivated young engineer
with a strong sense of identity, consider these
facts. You'll be your own man ... helping us to
spark further advances in VTOL aircraft tech-
nology. You'll contribute to writing the book on
Heavy-Lift Skycranes--Tilt Rotor Transports—
High-Speed ABC Commercial Transports—and
the exciting shapes of tomorrow.
And as an innovator, you'll find ample creative
opportunities in: aerodynamics • human factors
engineering • automatic controls • structures
engineering • weight prediction • systems analy-
fin,VAL
by Stan Cowan
Since I am the object of much
criticism on this matter concerning
Maine's Senior Skulls and other
related organizations, I feel that it is
necessary for me to comment on
this issue.
Perhaps the Senior Skulls is not
really, or should not be considered,
Maine's top non-scholastic honorary.
Whether it is or not makes very
little difference to me. I don't
believe in white hats because I feel
that the day of the dot, the star and
the white hat has long since passed
away. But I do feel that the Senior
Skulls, All-Maine Women, Owls and
Eagles can serve a purpose. As
advisors and "friends" to incoming
freshmen, the two sophomore
honoraries play a vital role. When it
becomes obvious to the University
community that these two
organizations are not responsive to
the needs of freshmen, then, and
only then, should they be abolished.
But let's get right to the
point—the Senior Skulls. No, I don't
wear my white hat; and yes, since
the first week of school, I have only
attended one meeting. But to any of
you who are close to the Student
Senate at all, you know that for
some of us this is almost an eight
g 8og
hour-a-day job; and three out of the
last four weekends I have been
either at New England conferences
or in Washington, D. C. I play
student too, I make a few classes
now and then, sometimes I even go
to the library and I often make
"last call." So I guess you
understand I'm sort of an inactisre
Skull, but not by choice.
Rather than quit the Senior
Skulls, I intend to be more active in
the future. Whatever the Skulls may
have been in the past should not
serve as a stereotype for this and
future groups. If I do nothing else
with the organization this year, I
will work with these men in making
the Senior Skulls more relevant. As
an outspoken critic of the
organization last year, I accepted
membership with the intention of
working from within to effect long
needed changes.
Fortunately, my feelings are
shared by most of this year's Skulls.
Everyone is in agreement that we
should redefine the role of the
Skulls. I especially feel that
self-perpetuation of this or any
other group is undemocratic to say
the least. For this reason, a
committee at large of thirteen or
sis • operations research • reliability/main-
tainability engineering • airborne electronics •
computer technology • manufacturing engin-
neering • information systems • marketing •
accounting ... and more.
And your career advancement can be materially
assisted through our corporation-financed Grad-
uate Study Program—available at many outstand-
ing schools within our area.
Consult your College Placement Office for campus
interview dates—or—for further information, write
to Mr. Leo J. Shalvoy, Professional and Tech-
nical Employment.
fifteen interested students should
consider the nominations from
various organizations and select next
year's Skulls! If it becomes obvious
that such changes are not going to
be made, then I will definitely
resign.
reader
opinion
continued from page 5
weak and unwarranted, but the
grammar and punctuation were
often incorrect. Frequently, the
word choice was strictly
limited; i.e., impressed was
repeated five times. Pronoun
references were vague and used
to an extreme; i.e.,
That...that...that...it...it...
The structure was illogical and
incoherent.
A newspaper has a duty to
maintain certain minimum
standards and should not lower
those standards to uselessly fill
space. In the future, please have
enough respect for your readers
and for your own reputation to
be more selective regarding
publishable material.
Celeste A. Roberge
325 Androscoggin Hall
To the Editor:
As a woman student and
especially a woman student
interested and involved in
student government, I have
wondered a great deal about
the function of various
governmental organizations on
this campus. In the past year,
I've also noticed that a great
many more women have
become involved and have
begun to wonder as well. Last
spring, a rather limited group of
women and men expressed
dissatisfaction with the type of
government that A.W.S. was
responsible for; however, I've
found that this rather small
group has grown to include
many if not most women
students.
I can't believe that lack of
interest in governmental
activities is a contributing
factor when 83 women
compete for 29 Senate seats
and when nearly 70% of the
undergraduate dormitory
women vote in a Senate
election. But I can believe
interest is lacking in A.W.S.
when some offices were
uncontested last spring and
some remain to be filled now.
I also can't believe that the
Senate is interested in "power
mongering." Rather, it has put
the responsibility for student
government into a more
representative, open, broad
atmosphere. Decidedly, the
Senate Executive Committee
itself has a great deal of power
and influence; however, they
also must convince 88
intelligent individuals who have
constituents behind them who
exert pressure and express
continued on page II
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UNWANTED HAIR
Safely - Intelligently
Permanently
Radiomatic short wave
method removes ugly
unwanted hair permanently
Consultation Free
Call for Appointment Today
DOCTORS REFERENCES
SHIRLEY SCHNEIDER
ELECTROLYSIS SPECIALIST
Call 942-0781
PAT'S SEW
KNIT SHOP
Old Town, Maine
GUILFORD FABRICS
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PRICE SALE
now in progress!
CHOOSE FROM A
WIDE SELECTION OF FALL FABRICS
47 Center Street, Old Town
Hours: Mon.-Sot. 9:30-5:00 Thurs. Eve till 9
TWO
MONTHS*
FREE.
*one, encloosit
nit." ~AM
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playtex-
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We'll send you the $1.69 size of Playtex,
first-day— tampons for only 504.
You get more than two months' supply free.
There's no other tampon like
Playtex. Outside, soft and silky,
not cardboardy. Inside, so extra
absorbent, it even protects on
your first day. That's why we
call it the first-day tampon.
In every lab test against the
old cardboardy kind, the
Playtex tampon was always
more absorbent. Actually 45%
more absorbent on the average
than the leading regular
tampon because of the unique
way it's made. Actually adjusts
to you. Flowers out, fluffs out,
protects every inside
inch of you.
Once you try it, we think
you'll love it. That's why we're
making you this special "two
months free" offer.
So go ahead. Use the coupon
and get more than two months'
supply free.
°eased on the swage *erase's use 0110n t0,000ns go0r rnenth
Here's 50C for my more than two months' supply of Playtex tampons.
Send in a plain brown wrapper, please.
13 Regular 0 Super
Name 
Address 
City State Zip 
Mail coupon to: International Playtex Corporation, Dept. WV, 350
Fifth Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10001. Offer expires December
31, 1969. Please allow four weeks for delivery.
(pleas• Cr ^0
tr .0•. IN. tradernirk 01 Internal onal ortt• Cop , DO,/ 00 • 19159 100,021.00,1 pisyty. rpm
Free family planning
info available
The Penobscot County
Committee for Community Action
(PCCCA) has instituted a special
informational program designed to
provide information on family
planning to all couples planning to
be married in the area.
Mrs. Mabel Wadsworth, Orono
Director of Family Planning,
announced all town and city clerks
in the county area are being asked
to provide each applicant for a
marriage license with a brochure on
family planning explaining to the
couples planning marriage where
information can be obtained on the
program.
Albert Dietrich of the Counseling
Center, a consultant to the Family
Planning program said, "A letter is
being sent to all selectmen in the
county asking their cooperation in
the effort to inform the couples
planning marriage, especially the
deprived and disadvantaged, that
family planning assistance is
available without cost."
Contraception is not a way of
stopping children from coming, but
a way of spacing them. Planned
parenthood is an intelligent way to
make family life rewarding and
satisfying instead of frustrating and
hopeless. It is one way to control
the quality of inter-personal
relations so that all within a family
can develop to their greatest
potentialities," he stated.
In announcing the special
education program, Mrs. Wadsworth
said the family planning unit would
recruit aides from various towns and
cities in the Penobscot County area
to assist in the information program.
She said workers will be assigned
duties in towns near their homes
and will be serving on a part-time
basis.
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WAGON LOUNCE
Outer Union St., Banger
The
Haggar
Mustang
Haggar Forever Prest
NI ustang dress slacks are
worn by more young men
than an other slacks.
Color-coordinated belt
and Mustang buckle. Wear-
Dated for a full year's wear.
Precuffed. Ready to go.
$1000
A. J. Goldsmith
50 North Main St.
Old Town
Persons seeking information on
serving as aides in the Family
Planning Program should contact
Mrs. Wadsworth at 611 Hammond
St., Bangor, Me. 04401.
ADU
into
second
year
by Mark A. Leslie
The brothers of Alpha Delta
Upsilon, the newest fraternity on
the University of Maine campus, are
steadily meeting the challenges of
establishing their infant colony in a
system of normal fraternity life.
Last fall almost 50 fraternities
expressed interest in founding
chapters at UM, ADU, an
international fraternity consisting of
87 different chapters, was singled
out by eleven interested
undergraduates as the one most
desired on campus. The new
fraternity was then quickly manned
by 27 brothers.
This being their second and
biggest year, the ADU's are
confronted with many problems in
getting their fraternity off the
ground. Until they find a house
they are using the Memorial Union
as a meeting place. Meanwhile, led
by their president, Richard Fuller,
the ADU's are looking for a building
which they can transform into a
fraternity house. Fuller said on
Monday that they hope to find a
suitable building by next spring.
He said their biggest problem
thus far has been finances. An
acceptable house will cost in the
vicinity of 530.000. If they cannot
obtain a loan from a local bank the
international Delta Upsilon will loan
them $20,000. The feasibility of
filling this $10,000 deficit remains
to be seen.
Meantime the ADU's must
conduct their regular activities.
Fuller said they hope to pledge 15
to 20 freshmen and 10 to 12
sophomores this year.
Yet another challenge for the
fraternity this year is gaining the
acceptance of the Orono ADU
colony into the international
chapter Delta Upsilon next spring.
The three areas stressed for
acceptance are membership,
scholarship and financial stability.
To become a chapter, ADU must
have approximately 40 brothers.
They must have also maintained an
accumulative scholastic average
above the all-men or all-fraternity
average over the previous one and
one-half to two years. Last year
they ranked second among UM
fraternities in point average.
Other officers of ADU are Paul
Gauvreau, vice-president, Tom
Mercier, secretary, and Wayne
Rivers, Treasurer.
Services
merge
( P ICS ) — An administrative
realignment in the Public Service
division of UMO was announced
Wednesday by President Winthrop
C. Libby.
The new arrangement will tie the
Bureau of Public Administration to
the Division of Public Services.
Formerly, the bureau was an
autonomous unit of the Department
of Political Science.
President Libby emphasized the
new relationship in no way changes
the responsibility for program
initiation and administration which
remains with the chairman of the
political science department.
The purpose of the new
arrangement is to coordinate and to
make the maximum use possibk of
university resources and to enhance
the possiblity, of greater university
support for the public services
.1ctis ities f filo bureau in the
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Does it really work?
If you've ever resorted to NoDoz e at 4 a.m.
the night before an exam, you've probably
been disappointed.
NoDoz after all, is no substitute for
sleep. Neither is anything else we can
think of.
What NoDoz is is a very strong stim-
ulant. In fact, NoDoz has the strongest
stimulant you can buy without a prescrip-
tion.
Caffeine.
What's so strong abcut that?
If we may cite The Pharmacological
Basis of Therapeutics: Caffeine is a
powerful central nervous stimulant. Caf-
feine excites all portions of the central
nervous system. Caffeine stimulates all
portions of the cortex, but its main action
is on the psychic and sensory functions.
It produces a more rapid and clearer flow
of thought and allays drowsiness and
fatigue. After taking caffeine, one is ca-
pable of more sustained intellectual ef-
fort and a more perfect association of
ideas. There is also a keener apprecia-
tion of sensory stimuli.
Very interesting. But why take
•T.10.• 1969 r.o
•
NoDoz when you can get caffeine in a
cup of coffee?
Very simple. You take NoDoz all at
once instead of sipping coffee for 10 min-
utes. And if you take two NoDoz tablets,
the recommended dosage, you get twice
the caffeine in a cup of coffee.
Two tablets—isn't that likely to be
habit forming? Definitely not. NoDoz is
completely non-habit forming.
Which means it's safe to take
whether you're cramming at night. Or
about to walk into an 8 o'clock class. Or
driving somewhere (even though you're
rested) and the monotony of the road
makes you drowsy.
One last thing you should know
about NoDoz. It now comes in two forms.
Those familiar white pills you take with
water. And a chewable tablet called
NoDoz Action Aids'. It tastes like a choc-
olate mint, but it does everything regular
NoDoz does.
And if you've managed
to stay awake this
long, you know
that's quite a lot.
Are you willing
to go as low as $1910
for a new VW?
Delivered Price
in Bangor, Maine
Including:
Leatherette Seats
Padded Vinyl Interior
Safety Belts
Day/Night Mirror
Outside Mirror
Front Seat Head Rests
2-Speed Elec. Wipers
Windshield Washer
Preparation Charge
Rust Preventative
Ign./Steering Lock
Rr. Window Defogger
Dual Braking System
Back-up Lights
4-Way Fiedler
4-Speed Trans.
Heater & Defroster
IS" Wheels
Freight Charge
PINE STATE VOLKSWAGEN
307 HOGAN ROAD BANGOR
TEL 947-0121 Authorized
Dealer 
OPERATION INTERCEP1
How you gonna kel
by Rick Fitch
COLLEGE PRESS SERVICE
WASHINGTON - From the peo-
ple who brought you nerve gas, the
moon flight and ABM, we now have
Operation Intercept.
Operation Intercept is the Nixon
Administration's James Bondian title
for an all-out air, land see assault it is
mounting to reduce the traffic of
marijuana and other drugs between
Mexico and the U.S. Its weapons are
hardly less impressive than those
wielded by the fictitious Goldfinger
or Dr. No. of 007 fame.
The operation's arsenal includes
German Shepherd dogs trained to
react to the scent of marijuana, Navy
patrol boats in the Gulf of Mexico,
Air Force pursuit planes, a web of
radar screens installed by the Federal
Aviation Administration to detect
illegal border crossings, and aircraft
equipped with electronic sensing de-
vices capable of sniffing poppy fields
from the sky.
Massive numbers of customs in-
spectors - the exact number is a
governmental secret - are posted at
27 U. S. airports in the southwest
authorized to receive international
flights, and at 31 places along the
2,500 mile Mexican border, where all
motor vehicles and pedestrians are
now stopped around the clock to
undergo 2-3 minute searches for con-
traband.
The cause for this increased sur-
veillance - comprising the most
intensive drug crackdown in U. S.
history - is a 55-page report released
with President Nixon's blessings by
the Special Presidential Task Force
Relating to Narcotics. Marijuana and
Dangerous Drugs.
The report, authored by 22
government personnel under the di-
rection of Deputy Attorney General
Richard Kleindienst, makes the fol-
lowing conclusions about the effects
of marijuana:
(1) It is psychologically addicting,
tending to lead to the use of hard
narcotics, because once the user has
adopted the drug as a "crutch to
cope with life stress," he is "substan-
tially more susceptible to the ac-
izzoiessiiimmosimmimille
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quisition of a larger crutch through
the medium of a stronger drug."
(2) Its widespread use by the
young constitutes a "significant
mental health problem...since per-
sistent use of an agent which serves
to ward off reality during this critical
period of development is likely to
affect adversely the ability of the
individual to cope with the demands
of a complex society."
(3) Though medical evidence
"neither proves nor disproves that
marijuana is a cause of crime, "crimi-
nal records establish clearly an
accelerating rate of association
between crime and the use of mari-
juana."
Finding that pot smoking was
originally confint.d to "certain jazz
musicians, artists and ghetto
dwellers," the report says current
evidence suggests that over five
million people in the U. S. have tried
grass at least once, and perhaps 60%
of the students at some colleges and
universities.
Since "more than 80% of the
marijuana smoked in the United
States, about 20% of the heroin used,
and an undetermined volume of
illegal amphetamines" enter the
national illicitly from Mexico, the
report advocated a commission of
resources toward restricting the drug
flow from that Central American
country as the panacea.
So at 5:30 p.m. EDT Sept. 21,
Operation Intercept was commenced,
accompanied simultaneously 'by a
joint announcement by Treasury
Secretary David Kennedy and
Attorney General John Mitchell that
the project, termed the "grass
curtain" by some reporters, would
continue "for an indefinite period."
A week before, Mitchell's assistant
Kleindienst, briefing the Washington
press in advance, had remarked that
the crackdown would remain in
effect until marijuana becomes so
scarce that the price per lid is driven
beyond what most, especially
teenagers, are able to afford.
When that happens, he said, young
people won't turn to the more
available harder drugs because.
marijuana being non-addictivc,
desperation won't ensue when they
can't get any. Rather than switch to
:Eeckmv_Furniture, Old psylocybin. mescaline or LSD, theyno Town=
will abandon the drug habit.
. roadi
82;4484
▪ olissismosiseaismosisames is the value of the operation, now moreT than a week old. Although there have
neen few arrests or interceptions,
U.S. officials claim this is indicative
of success, not failure. The smugglers
are simply too intimidated to try
_ il Street 
Why should a traditional
twill tie have the new
full fashion shape
Only the new more luxurious full
fashion shape (fuller under-the-
knot, wider throughout) is right with
today's longer shirt collars, wider
jacket lapels.What's more, this new
full fashion shape is best calcu-
lated to show off the authentic col-
orings, imported fabrics of Resilio's
outstanding traditional twill. At bet-
ter stores everywhere or write:
Resilio Traditional Neckwear, Em-
pire State Building, NY. 10001..
P.S. All Resilio ties have the new
full fashion shape.
DUNHAM'S OF MAINE
Waterville, Maine
Already, a dispute has grown over
Motorcycle
inspection
Inspection of all motorcycles and
similar motorized two-wheel vehicles
registered for operation in Maine is
required this month under
legislation passed by the 104th
Maine Legislature.
The new law calls for the
inspection twice annually in
October and April of all motor
driven cycles, which includes
motorcycles and motor scooters and
every bicycle with a motor attached.
The inspection is to be performed
at an inspection station licensed by
the Maine State Police. Fee for the
inspection will be SI. Under the
statute, a certificate of inspection
when issued is to be kept with the
registration certificate of the motor
driven cycle.
The inspi.iion will include a
thorough examination and check of
the vehicle's frame, brakes, lighting
and electrical system, handlebars,
exhaust and fuel systems, tires and
wheels, horn and rear view mirror.
All must be in safe operating
condition.
Inspections may be performed at
any existing licensed motor vehicle
inspection stations and at
motorcycle dealcrs and repair shops
duly licensed as motorcycle
inspection stations by the Maine
State Police.
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anything, the officials say, and the
second pot crop of the year, which is
ready to be harvested and marketed,
will go to waste.
But drivers who have been kept
waiting for up to six hours during
border checks posses less regard for
the enforcement activities, as do
laborers who live in one country and
work in the other, and businessmen
in the 30 twin cities straddling the
border. Retail business on the
American side has dropped 50%.
Operation Intercept parallels a
similar attack on marijuana being
waged in Vietnam, where tens of
thousands of U.S. servicemen are
understood to have turned on. The
U.S. Army has been fighting a war of
suppression involving federal agents,
police dogs, helicopters and television
announcements.
Military spokesmen say many
soldiers have been reprimanded, some
docked in pay and reduced in rank,
and a few dishonorably discharged in
connection with the use or sale of
pot. Over three tons of grass have
been confiscated and destroyed, they
say.
The TV announcement portrays a
marijuana user dreamily engaged in
guard duty. He informs a fellow
trooper, "Don't bring me down, man,
I'm enjoying the world." After the
trooper urges him to "put out that
stuff' to no avail, the screen dissolves
in a mass of psychedelic whorls,
finally evolving into a scene showing
both men sprawled in grotesque
death, an enemy soldier, rifle in
hand, standing in the foreground.
The anti-drug drives appear to
represent but another manifestation
of the hard line Nixon has taken on
what he refers to as the "drug abuse
problem."
The administration's drug bill,
proposed by the late Sen. Everett
Dirksen and currently before the
Senate Subcommittee to Investigate
Juvenile Delinquency, lumps
marijuana, heroin and LSD together,
keeping the same penalty structure
for a first offense of possessing any
of the three! a minimum of 2 and
maximum of 10 years in prison.
Anyone convicted of a first
offense in selling the drugs will face
5-20 years in prison and a $25,000
fine under Nixon's bill. Anyone
convicted of a second selling offense
will face 10-40 years incarceration
and a $50,000 fine. There would be
no opportunity for probation or
suspension of the sentences.
In addition, the bill contains a
"no-knock" provision whereby police
may enter a home without
identifying themselves.
Other drug legislation before
Congress concerns more educational
and rehabilitative approaches. Sen.
Thomas Dodd (D-Conn)has proposed
legislation that would do away with
minimum penalties, leaving them up
to judicial discretion, and broaden
the eligibility requirement for
treatment under the 1966 Narcotic
Addict Rehabilitation Act.
Bills sponsored by Rep. Edward
Koch (D-N. Y.), Rep. Lloyd Meeds
(D-Wash.), and Sen. Frank Moss
(D-Utah) would create commissions
of one sort or another to study drugs
more thoroughly before additional
laws are enacted. Rep. Claude Pepper
(D-Fla.), chairman of the House
Select Committee on Crime, has
requested the U.S. Surgeon General
to prepare and issue a report on the
use and effects of marijuana.
Meanwhile, the Nixon bill
continues to be debated, even within
his own administration. Dr. Stanley
Yolles, director of the Health,
Education and Welfare Department's
National Institute of Mental Health,
testified before a Senate
subcommittee last week that the legal
punishment given a convicted
marijuana use is likely to do him
VA News
Over 370,000 veterans will be
attending institutions of higher
learning this fall - 70;000 more
than in 1968, according to
Administrator of Veterans Affairs,
Donald E. Johnson.
To be eligible for VA educational
assistance, veterans must have had at
least 181 days of continuous service,
part of it after Jan. 31, 1955, while
a serviceman must have completed
at least two consecutive years of
active duty.
Veterans who are enrolling for
the first time this fall or who
have changed college or program
must be certain that:
I. They have obtained a proper
Certificate of Eligibility from
the Veterans Administration.
2. They have submitted this
Certificate to the college
registrar.
3. The college registrar returned
the completed certificate to the
VA.
New faculty at UMA
by Peggy Howard
Five new members have been
named to the faculty of the
University of Maine in Augusta.
William E. Robinson has joined
the faculty as associate professor of
business management. Assuming
their positions with the academic
rank of assistant professors are
Steven Morang, business and
economics; Robert L. Page,
mathematics and physical sciences;
J. Terry Plunkett, English; and
Roger S. Teachout, political science.
Robinson, born in Bellows Falls,
Vermont in 1923, earned his
bachelor of science degree at the
University of Vermont in 1952 and
his master's degree at Purdue
University in 1955. He has been a
member of the university faculty at
Orono since 1960 and has been
associate professor of agriculture
and research economics since July
1968.
Morang is a graduate of the
University of New Hampshire in
1950 and has a master of business
administration degree from Babson
Institute awarded in 1957. Since
1961 he has been engaged in
doctoral studies in economics at
Boston College. In 1964 he was
appointed assistant professor of
economics and finance at Bentley
College of Accounting and Finance,
Boston, Mass.
Page graduated from Tufts
University in 1953 and has taught
mathematics, physics, and general
science at Boothbay Regional High
School and Kents Hill. He was
, awarded a master's degree in
mathematics from the University of
Maine in 1959. Since 1967 he has
been doing graduate study in a
doctoral program in mathematics
education at Florida State
University. Other former teaching
assignments include an assistant
professorship in mathematics at
Bates and an associate professorship
of mathematics at Nasson College.
Plunkett has bachelor and
master's degrees from Notre Dame
University and is working toward a
doctorate in English from the
University of Minnesota. He has
taught on the college level for ten
years.
Teachout holds a bachelor and
master's degrees from Syracuse
University and has been working
toward a doctorate in government
and politics from the University of
Maryland since 1962. He has been
an instructor and part-time lecturer
at the University of Maryland and
was an assistant professor in the
U'S. Air Form ROTC program at
the University of New Hampshire
from 1958-62. He retired from the
Air Force as a major after 20 years
of service.
more harm than the joint he smoked.
"I am convinced that the social
and psychological damage caused by
incarceration is in many cases far
greater harm to the individual and to
society than was the offense itself."
Contradicting the Task Force
report, Yolles placed the number of
Americans who have used marijuana
at between 8-12 million. Disputing
the philosophy behind the hard line
approach to drugs, he said federal
drug laws should be aimed at
rehabilitation, not repression.
ALLIGATOR GETS HIGH
Tucson, Arizona police reported
that before they arrested three
youths on charges of possessing
marijuana, one of them fed a baby
alligator what may have been a
sample of the drug. As the youths
were paddied off to jail, the
alligator was sent to a neighbor's
house for care.
10,000 PAPERBACK TITLES
VISIT OUR LOWER LEVEL SALES AkEA
Featuring
MONARCH — BARNES NOBLE
and many other College Oriented Lines
Mr. Paperback
1 Central Street Bangor
COME IN...
"THE IN GROUP"111( rAlatet/1/ IS HERE!
Put yourself in solid with "The In Group"! Solid pastel colors—pink, blue, yellow
and white—set off by matching lace that's gay and right for your figure and
fashions. Completely coordinated fiberfill bra, petticoat, garter belt and panty
girdle. So put yourself in solid with your whole wardrobe..."The In Group" solids.
0 Fiberfill Bra, 32-36A, 32-38B, C...$3.00
0 17 Petticoat, P, S, M...$4.00 Garter Belt, S. M, L...$2.50
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Maine Outing Club heads for the woods
by Mike Zubik
The Maine Outing Club is looking
forward to another active year in
the outdoors, with M.O.C.
sponsored wilderness trips, hikes,
and ski weekends.
A Mt. Katandin Climbing trip was
FOR COLLEGE STUDENTS ONLY
5Cro SAVING
READER'S DIGEST
LESS THAN 17( A COPY
Order Cards located in college bookstore.
Send no money. Mail your card today.
held Oct. 3-5 and a work trip to
part of the Appalachian Trail is
coming up within the next month.
The M.O.C., as a member of the
Appalachian Trail Conference, has
15 miles of trail to maintain.
Members of the Conference are
responsible for keeping the entire
Trail open through their joined
efforts.
During the approaching winter
months, the main activity of the
Club is skiing at Sugarloaf. Rides are
always available for these weekend
trips and costs are kept at a
minimum.
With its annual picnic at the
ledges along the Stillwater River
already past, 35 members of the
Club spent this last weekend at the
M.O.C. cabin at Sugarloaf. Besides
climbing the mountain; members cut
five cords of firewood (a cord
measures four feet high by four feet
wide by • eight feet long) and
completed the addition of a porch
onto the building.
The Club-built-and-owned cabin is
on lind leased from the Scott Paper
Co. According • to president John
Belding, a junior in Forestry, it will
accommodate a maximum of 75
people and has permanent sleeping
facilities for 60. The space will be
necessary this year, since the Club's
membership was doubled to 110.
The M.O.C. has its weekly
meetings at 7:30 Tuesday nights in
the Bangor room of the Memorial
Union. They sometimes have guest
WMEB-FM
needs
CLASSICAL MUSIC BUFFS
For: • Programming Classical Music Programs
• Commenting on the music on the air
All those interested are urged to Call or See Mr. William
Devine, 240 Stevens, 866-7385, for further information.
The Radio Voice of the University of Maine
A good cry
cleanses the soul
After all is shed and
done, your soul may be
saved but your contacts
need help They peed Len-
sine Lensine is the one con-
tact lens solution for com-
plete contact care preparing.
cleansing, and soaking
There was a time when you
needed two or more different lens
solutions to properly prepare and
maintain your contacts No more
Lensine. from The Murine Com-
pany, makes caring for contact
lenses as convenient as wearing
them
Just a drop or two of Lensine
coats and lubricates your lens.
This allows the lens to float more
freely in the eye, reducing tearful
irritation. Why/ Because Lensine
is a compatible. -isotonic" solu-
tion, very much like your eye's nat-
ural fluids
Cleaning your contacts with
Lensine retards the build-up of
foreign deposits on the lenses.
And soaking your contacts in Len -
sine between wearing periods as-
sures you of proper lens hygiene.
You get a free soaking-storage
case with individual lens compart-
ments on the bottom of every bot-
tle of Lensine.
It has been demonstrated the
improper storage between wear-
ings permits the
growth of bacteria on
the lenses This is a
sure cause of eye ir-
ritation and in some
cases can endanger
your vision Bacteria can-
not grow in Lensine be-
cause it's sterile, self-sanitiz-
ing, and antiseptic
Lensine . . . the sou/ution for
complete contact lens care Made
by the Murine Company. Inc
not your
contacts
speakers, but mostly try to present
slides or movies relating to the
outdoors. They are anticipating the
movie "Americans On Everest," the
story of the American team's climb
in 1965.
What's the purpose of the Maine
Outing Club? As Belding says, "the
club allows individuals to get away
from daily college life and get out
to appreciate and enjoy the
outdoors."
Mt. Everest film
AMERICANS ON EVEREST,
the documentary film of the 1963
American Expedition to Mount
Everest will be shown by the Maine
Outing Club Thursday, October 9,
in 140 Little Hall. The film will be
shown at 7:30 and 9 p.m. General
admission price is 75 cents. Students
with ID cards will be admitted for
50 cents and Outing Club members
will be admitted for 25 cents.
Pollution Program
University of Maine engineers at
the Orono campus have received
another two-year grant of $54,000
to continue research aimed at
controlling pollution of the
Penobscot River from Bangor to
Bucksport.
The grant is financed by the U.
S. Department of Interior and
administered by the federal office of
Water Resources Research.
This is the third giant that
university engineers have received in
the project. A one-year grant
determined that it was feasible to
consider a river as a chemical
process and treat its behavior using
techniques used for the study and
control of chemical reactor systems.
A two-year grant enabled further
research aimed at showing that
regulating of water temperatures and
rate of flow can determine the
amount of pollution a river can
assimilate by itself.
The most recent two-year grant
calls for the completion of a model
of a river as a chemical reactor
along with a plan for controlling the
river and maintaining a desired
water quality.
The final objective is to show
that any river can assimilate a
certain amount of sewage and
industrial waste provided the
amount of pollution put into the
river is controlled so that the
dissolved oxygen in the water would
not drop below a desired level of
efficiency.
Counseling
Groups
The Center for Counseling &
Psychological Services is offering on a
trial basis opportunities for students
to be in a Personal Growth Group.
Groups of eight to ten students and a
leader will meet on a weekly basis for
two hours for the balance of the
semester. The purpose of these
groups is to help learn more about
themselves and others. Through the
interaction of the group, members
are encouraged to look at and
confront their personal feelings,
values, attitudes and beliefs. The
environment of the group is designed
to provide expression of feelings and
thoughts above what normally is
experienced. By experiencing
themselves and talking about this,
students can learn more of what they
are like and how others see them.
The group also creates an
opportunity for members to
experiment with new ways of being
in a protected environment.
For further information about
these groups and registrations,
interested students can go to the
Center for Counseling &
Psychological Services located in 101
Fernald Hall. Because of limited staff
time available the Center will fill
group openings on a first come first
served basis.
Copies of the pamphlet
entitled "Facing the Draft- are
available in the Senate Office in
Lord I fall.
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McNeil:
'UM won't iake sides'
continued from page 1
because of the difficulty in
determining when this type of
activity should stop. If universities
concede to cancel classPs for the
Moratorium, what is to stop them
fram taking similar protest action
against the atomic bomb, or other
issues such as banning left wing
professors from the campuses,
McNeil asked.
"The nature of the times makes it
dangerous for a university to take a
stand on any issue, he said, and
added that a university is the only
agent in society that can preserve
people's rights to discuss these
issues. Students must be able to
continue these discussions in an
open forum without the institution
taking sides, McNeil emphasized.
Concerning the Orono campus
drinking dilemma, McNeil said, "I
am convinced that persons of legal
age should have the right to do
whatever they want and suffer the
consequences, pro or con."
"I would like to liberalize the
drinking rules," McNeil added, "but
it is up to the students to uphold
these rules governing the new
drinking policy." The students
should be considered as young
adults, he stated, and not as little
children.
As far as he is concerned, McNeil
indicated, the drinking issue is an
example of having to decide which
issues should be considered on a
University-wide basis, and which
should be dealt with from the "local
autonomy" angle.
He said he could not conceive of
all the UM campuses going wet in
the event the Orono campus is
allowed to do so, because some
reader
opinion
continued from page 6
ideas. I've heard that the Senate
is too liberal and is not doing
what the women students
wants, but rather the "men are
pushing us around," However,
I've also seen candidates elected
who express liberal views while
the conservative "wait and see"
candidates are left behind.
No, I don't believe that the
A.W.S. structure should be
entirely abolished, but I do
believe women students deserve
government that they can find
and relate to as being
responsive to their needs.
Coordination of house
governments, service activities,
some kind of disciplinary
structure are all necessary to
women and the University.
These -- and especially the
disciplinary system since this
shall be University policy rather
than A.W.S. policy -- could
easily be handled - by a
semi-autonomous Women's
Council of the Senate working
with dormitory government
which would bring many more
women into the system, provide
another avenue besides the
Senate in case some
irresponsible Senate were
elected, and eliminate much of
the separatism between men
and women that now exists.
On some campuses A.W.S.
fills a vacuum; on this campus,
there is no vacuum. I believe it
would be dangerous to the
University to completely
destroy the A.W.S. structure as
established now; however, I
think it most constructive for
A.W.S. to work with the
women Senators, the
A.C.T.I.O.N. Committee,
Women's Liberation Front,
continued on page 12
other campuses do not have the
sophistication or the proper attitude
for properly adherring to this
policy.
The Chancellor also said, "We'll
want a University-wide student
government composed of
representatives from all campuses by
next year," and added that studelits
will have a voice in setting up this
organization.
McNeil stated he had hoped to
have student representation on the
Higher Education Planning (HEP) or
"Blue Ribbon" Commission, which
is doing the spadework for the
Master Plan. This, however, was
impossible, he said.
McNeil expressed the hope
student representatives would be
able to consider the proposals
expected from this commission, as
well as serving on various future
forces to consider UM policies and
problems.
Referring to this campus, the
chancellor said, "I regard Orono as
the most valuable jewel in the
crown of the present UM system
and do not intend to do anything to
detract from its prestigious position
within the system," he emphasized.
Although he said an educational
complex will be built in the
southern part of the state to
accommodate the larger population,
McNeil emphasized this campus will
retain its leadership role.
After the Super-U had been
newly formed, McNeil reported,
there was a "great deal" of
animosity among the presidents and
deans of the other campuses against
this campus.
He said they felt Orono was
getting the most money and the
best students and was depriving the
other campuses of these benefits.
This ill feeling has since subsided,
and the six presidents are now
working as a team, which, he
indicated, with the help from the
HEP Commission, means progress
for the UM.
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BANGOR-MERRIFIELD OFFICE SUPPLY!
Goonplale Mai, School, and Dialling
14 State Street Bangor
SAVE up to $3.00
Major Artists! Major Labels!
Come Early for Best Selection
University Stores
"Majoring in Service"
October 13th thru October 18th
Get Your Favorites At Big Discounts
University Stores is owned and operated by the University of Maine, serving the campuses of
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Free Air Plane Ride
EARN THE COVETED NAVY
"WINGS OF GOLD"
FINEST TRAINED AVIATORS IN THE WORLD
The Naval Aviation Information Team
will be on Campus
15,16,17, October 1969
Rm 215 East Annex
Aviation Selection Test and Interviews
Vision Requirements:
20/100 correctable to 20/20
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U/Oregon student president jailed
by the College Press Service
The student body president of
the University of Oregon and a
fellow student have been sentenced
to two years each in prison for 30
minutes of nonviolent protest
against the draft.
Kip Morgan, the president, and
David Gwyther, a veteran activist,
face incarceration in a Lompoc,
Calif. federal prison as a result of
their conviction in U.S. District
Court last June on three counts of
"distrupting Selective Service
Proceedings." Both are currently
free on bail to appeal the conviction
and sentence.
Morgan acted as judge, Gwyther
as prosecuting attorney, and 12
other students as jurors in mock
trials conducted at Eugene and
Roseburg, Ore, local draft boards
last winter.
In each of the two mock trials,
the students entered official board
meetings en masse, staged a
kangaroo court in which board
members were pronounced guilty of
"crimes against humanity," and left
after a short time.
The mock jurors were never
indicted, but Morgan and Gwyther,
both of whom had been active in
movements against military
recruiting and police on campus,
were brought to trial and charged
with using force to distrupt the
meetings.
There were no injuries in the
incidents and only two witnesses
testified there had been physical
reader
opinion
continued from page 11
work with house governments,
and work with women students
in general so that A.W.S. can
begin government by women
students rather than of women
students. Maybe then A.W.S.
can rely on itself and learn
from other organizations who
obtain advice, but make their
own decisions so that
government can become a
leader, rather than a follower.
Linda Nixon
one year up
To The Editor:
This is in regard to Miss
Roxanne Moore's expose of all
that is pure and beautiful in the
Oct. 3 Campus.
First of all, I noticed that
Miss Moore's comment fell just
below Steve King's "Garbage
Truck," feeling that it should
have been within it.
Her opening statement was a
real shocker--"Thank you very
much for the brain washing."
My -dictionary, though ragged
and torn, defines brain washing
as a "forcible attempt by
indoctrination to induce
• someone to give up his basic
continued on page 13
a
contact between the students and
the board members, but the
prosecutor, a U.S. attorney,
contended and the jury apparently
agreed that the students' entry into
the meeting was in itself an act of
force.
Morgan and Gwyther claimed
throughout the trial that they had
engaged in no forceful disruption,
but rather had made peaceful verbal
presentations to dramatize their
opposition to military conscription.
The U.S. judge who sentenced
them alluded to his experience
under fire as a Red Cross worker in
World War II and said, "The war in
which my generation fought was no
more pleasant than this one
(Vietnam). I fail to see a great
difference. It was a duty you had to
perform."
Gwy the r's attorney, citing a
recent case in which the same judge
sentenced a man found guilty of 13
counts of federal tax evasion to 30
days in jail, questioned the judicial
priorities involved since, he said, the
tax evader is motivated by selfish
ends, the draft law violator by high
ideals.
But the judge, directing his
comments at Morgan and Gwyther,
said, "I don't know about your
idealism. There is a question in my
mind whether you were sincere or
whether you were trying to avoid
the draft."
Student government officers at
the University of Oregon say
Morgan will keep the title of
student body president even if he
goes to prison; the vice president
will be in charge in his absence.
Smith on you
Steam plant review
by Jim Smith
Some night when it gets really
foggy and the odor of the Mighty
Stillwater starts seeping into your
room through the walls, you might
consider a ride down to the Steam
Plant parking lot. Just call up a
chick you don't know and ask her if
she want to take a ride down there.
Chances are you won't get to first
base, but if you are really lucky she
may sit around half the night telling
you all about a term paper she
wrote on Jack the Ripper. That's
what happened to a guy I know.
You know there has been
some talk recently about a decline
in interest in the old parking lot. I
hope that's all that it is. I'd hate to
see the steam plant go the same way
as The Hollow Tree and the
cannons.
Not that those places aren't
available and used anymore, but
nobody talks about them. I think
people ought to talk up the Steam
Plant. It's really a groovy place to
go.
All kinds of weird things
happen down there.
You can meet all kinds of
people. Of course they may not
want to meet you. But there's no
real animosity. It is a great
humanitarian kind of thing to see a
oessesumesessolusineelessiesiss
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FURNITURE
PENOBSCOT TRADING
POST
OLD TOWN
• 
EZ TERMS
:ssasousesssiesseasslills11.11111
ARE YOU
HAVING PROBLEMS?
We Service Most
Brands Of. . .
• Radios
• Television
• Tape Recorders
• Record Players
• Amplifiers
• Musical Instruments
• Pianos Tuned &
Repaired
• Guaranteed Service
• Reasonable Rates
VINER MUSIC
Tel. Bangor 945-9494
WELCOME BACK STUDENTS
106 SIMateuni with Lb.
' dn an hair care services
Vamq Beauty and Wig Salon
459 Wilson Street Brewer
Tel. 9894304
,hundred cars parked all over (you
know how people try to find a new
corner) and not a head in sight.
Brotherhood. That is friendship.
Love it.
And then there are the
campus cops. Once in a while they
drop in for a chat. You know, they
like to keep things on a cordial basis
with the students. And hell, we
wouldn't want anybody and his date
going down there to do carbon
monoxide. People dig each other.
And when all else fails you
can sit around waiting for the Steam
Plant to blow up. It almost has a
couple of times. A friend told me
all about the night a high tension
wire snapped and started whipping
around arcing blue lights
everywhere. That must have been a
wild scene.
And another time steam hoses
broke and a lot of guys got their
cars washed for free.
So do yourself a favor and do
one for me. Start a movement to
. promote the steam plant. Don't let
it die. It's as much a part of U.M. as
The Shamrock, Lovejoy Quadrangle,
and the sheep barn.
Don't let it die, Baby. Let it
into your heart. And while you're at
it let a little sunshine in. Peace,
Brother, peace.
or all your Room Decorating
Supplies plus a top line of greeting
cards and gift wrapping supplies
New gift lines
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"See The World's Best"
NBA BASKETBALL
Boston Celtics vs. New York Knicks
Friday, Oct. 10, 1969 8 p.m.
BANGOR AUDITORIUM
Res. Seats Stadium 4.00 Bleachers 3.50
Gen. Admission 2.00
TICKETS ON SALE AT:
Sleeper's, 105 Main; Allen Drug, 32 State, Bangor
Box Office at Auditorium open all day Friday
For Reservations call 942-9000 Friday only
Must be picked up by 7:15
Any of you guys see Scruffy in September
15th Sports Illustrated? Woolrich makes
it. A knockabout shirt-collared wool
lush Orlon* pile. Buttons are in. So
are two-way muff-and-patch pockets.
Men's S,M,L,XL, $30. Preps' 12-20,
$27.50. Want yours unlined?
Men's, $17.
Preps', $15.
SLEEPER'S, INC. - Bangor
ALLAN LEWIS — Bangor
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JOHNNY'S PIZZA
The place to go for
pizzas that are pizzas
chicken and clam baskets
fried clams
sandwiches
The originator of
dagwoods in the
Old Town Area
370 N. Main St. 827-3848
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N.Y. Times editor visits Maine
New York Times national
news editor Douglas E. Kneeland, a
former Maine newsman, will spend
the week of Oct. 12 at UM as the
Peter Edes Lecturer in the
department of journalism.
Kneeland will be the fourth
annual Edes Lecturer, established to
give journalism students an
opportunity to talk with
newspapermen with varied
NOW OPEN
BLACK BEAR WASH
MAIN STREET ORONO
• 22 WASHERS
• 10 DRY CLEANERS
Self-Serivice. Dry-Cleaning Machines
Cam in to register for FREE T.V.
experiences. Others have been Dean
Leslie Moeller of the University of
Iowa School of Journalism; Nodding
Carter III, editor of the Greenville,
Miss., Delta Democrat; and William
Worthy, foreign correspondent for
the Baltimore Afro-American.
A graduate of the UM
department of journalism and a
former editor of the Campus
newspaper, Kneeland worked for the
Bangor Daily News while he was an
undergraduate. Before joining the
New York Times staff in 1959 he
was a reporter for the Worcester,
Mass., Telegram-Gazette, and
county, city and news editor of the
Lorain, Ohio, Journal. At the Times
he has been successively on the
foreign copy desk, assistant news
editor or regional editions;
metropolitan copy desk; and
assistant suburban editor.
From January, 1967, until
recently he worked out of Kansas
City on national news stories,
including the Sirhan trial in Los
Angeles.
In addition to conducting
several classes, seminars and
informal discussions with students.
Kneeland will be the luncheon
speaker Tuesday, Oct. 14, at the
first meeting of the newly-organized
Bangor Press Club. Thursday, Oct.
16, his classmates in the journalism
class of 1953 have been invited to
spend the day with him and present
students.
THE BURGER HOUSE
FOR QUICK, FRESH AND DELICIOUS BURGERS, FRIES, CHICKEN,
ONION RINGS, FRIED CLAMS AND ICE CREAM
• FREE CAMPUS DELIVERY ON ORDERS •
• $3.00 OR MORE beginning Sunday, Sept. 21 •
Delivery Hewes 700-1100 Sunday-Thursday
To Our Delivery Customers:
To insure prompt, efficient delivery service, we ask that burgers
be ordered either regular, plain or with everything.—Thank you.
PARK STREET 866-4889 ORONO
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continued from page Ii
political, social, or religious
beliefs and attitudes and to
accept contrasting regimented
idea s ." Personally, I never
realized our editor was such a
villain and mind twister.
Moving right along, one finds
the second statement of
magnificent revelations--"As one
who has just arrived on campus
this year, and can thus be fairly
objective, I am impressed by
their (meaning the Senior Skulls
and All-Maine Women)
constructive efforts to improve
this University, as opposed to
the destructive efforts of other
groups on campus." The beauty
of this statement is in its
simplicity- it sure as hell isn't in
its logic! She expects us to
believe that her newness on
campus makes her fairly
"objective" when what she
should say is that she is
ignorant of what is going on.
Besides this she undoubtedly
has come to this university with
some political, social, and
possibly some moral guidelines
by which she judges or
categorizes you and I and the
groups we belong to whether it
be the Catholic Church or the
SDS. If this is objectivism, then
without a doubt she is
objective.
Then she comes up with a
question that will hit you like
an East Commons turkey
salad--"Are you so naive to
believe that every student who
has the desire to be a Skull or
All-Maine Woman automatically
has the character and ability to
be one?"
If every student who had the
desire to become a Skull or an
All-Maine Woman also had the
"character and ability" what a
horror would befall us. I have
often dreamt of the result. I
shudder at the thought of
walking up the mall and being
overtaken by a floating blob of
simplehearted, non-opinionated,
blase protoplasm maneuvering
its way along by amoebic
motion and uttering in a
monotone voice, "Get involved,
rah, rah, rah. Join our group,
rah, rah, rah."
As to Miss Moore's next
assertion of "'hope I have made
myself clear, that you, and
those who think as you do, are
in the minority," I would just
like to say that I regret having
been absent when her
campus-wide pole was taken.
In closing, I would like to
say that Miss Moore's coup de
grace (her advocacy of
abolishing SDS) was done
magnificently in that thought
provoking, soul searching
insight that marked her style
throughout her letter.
Thus, although she may
never have the "character or
ability" to be a Skull she will
undoubtedly qualify for an
All-Maine Woman--rah, rah, rah.
Bruce Pineau
Class of '71
PS. I've got one year on you
Roxy--and guess what? I'm not
too objective all the time.
salty dog
To the Editor:
The Kingston Trio used to
sing this great little song "Salty
Dog." My favorite verse is:
"Down the river floats an old
oak log. (What in hell's a salty
dog?)" Well I didn't know what
it was, but that song gave me a
real good feeling inside, so I
figured a salty dog was
something that would do the
same thing: make you feel
good.
Now, let's use this campus
for an example. A salty dog
would be a cafeteria that didn't
serve shepherd's pie and never,
and I mean never, served beans
without franks. A salty dog
would be a newspaper without
an " ve r ybody's doin' it"
column or clothes dryers that
continued on page /4
Trustees make
new appointments
The Board of Trustees has
confirmed several appointments and
status changes of faculty members
for the Orono campus.
William J. Bear was appointed
assistant coordinator, Bureau of
Labor, Continuing Education
Division. From 1967 to 1969 he was
a part-time instructor at Indiana
University.
Charles T. Skaggs was named
director of testing and research as
well as assistant professor of
education. He received his bachelor's
and master's degrees from Western
Illinois University, and got his
doctorate from University of Iowa.
At Iowa, he was a special research
assistant from 1967 - 69.
The new assistant registrar and
director of space and scheduling is
Earsel E. Goode, a graduate of UM.
After receiving his master's here, he
was admissions counselor at Husson
College.
Roger B. Frey has been promoted
from assistant director to acting
director of South Campus. He is also
an associate professor of psychology.
Named part-time assistant to the
vice president for academic affairs,
and also an instructor of English, is
Peter H. Fitzgerald.
The new associate manager of the
University Bookstores is Raymond
Williamson, formerly a classified
employee at UM.
A former manager of the
placement department at the Poland
Springs Job Corps Center, Herbert
Zeichick, is now an extention agent
with the Cooperative Extension
Service. He holds a bachelor and
master's degree from Boston
University.
Paul Cherulnik, was named
assistant professor of psychology. Ile
is a graduate of the State University
of New York and in 1968-69 was at
Clarkson College of Technology.
Dr. Richard W. Nelson, senior
research associate. Institute of Paper
Chemistry, Lawrence University, is
the new Visiting Professor of Physics.
He is a graduate of the University of
Wisconsin and holds a master's and
doctorate degrees from Harvard
University.
Named assistant professor of home
economics at UM is John I. Dahl. Ile
received his bachelor's and doctor's
degrees from the University of
Minnesota, and was the chairman of
the art program at St. Andrew's
College, North Carolina.
From Chile comes Federico
Kocher, the new assistant professor
of horticulture. He is a graduate of
the • University of Chile and he
obtained his mater's degree from the
Inter- American Institute of
Agricultural Sciences. He received his
doctorate from Rutgers in 1964, and
from 1964-69 he was a professor of
pomology and plant physiology at
the U. of Chile.
For five months Warren D.
Dolphin will be assistant professor of
zoology. A graduate of West Chester
State College, he has a doctorate
from Ohio State. In 1968-69 he was a
Postdoctoral Fellow in the J. R.
Cook Laboratory at UM.
A new assistant professor of
biochemistry is Stanley L. Johnson, a
graduate of Cornell with a doctorate
from that institution. At Bookhaven
National Laboratory he was an
assistant biochemist from 1966-69.
Mark S. Stein, assistant professor
of sociology, is a graduate of
Michigan State. He has a master's
degree from Syracuse University,
where he was an instructor from
1967-69.
An assistant professor of electrical
engineering is John F. Vetelino. He
received his bachelor's and master's
degrees from the University of Rhode
Island and was a teaching assistant at
that institution in 1968-69.
John R. Wilson has been promoted
from instructor to assistant professor
of English.
Senate
backs
moratorium
continued from page 1
Senator trom Sigma Nu, said
Tuesday that his house felt that the
IFC should not become politically
involved.
Appointments to the Disciplinary
Committee, Advisory Committee on
Student Affairs, and Long Range
Planning Committee were approved,
as was a $600 appropriation to the
English Department for a poetry
festival to be held in early
December.
NO RESERVATION NEEDED
fora
SEAT
ON THE
50 YARD
LINE!
COLOR TELEVISION
That's what you get when you Join the many other people who are
ba)Ing l01.11K TELE% [SION %CI% from Ilay'r thi% fall. tIm0.1 eery
game will be Ilse color and you'll feel like you're right In the stands.
BUY NOW! SAVE MONEY
COME IN AND LOOK AROUND TODAY!
ALWAYS THE LOWEST PRICES
Just Say Charge It" at
City-Wide Free Parking — Old Town
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ETV to film Moratorium
by Mice Craig
The Vietnam Moratorium Day
speech by Senator George McGovern
will be carried live over the Maine
Educational Television Network.
The South Dakota Democrat will
speak at 7:00 p.m. on Wednesday
Oct. 15 at the Memorial Gym.
McGovern's speech will be part of
the antiwar activities on the Maine
campus. Oct. 15 has been
unofficially set aside nationwide for
discussions of the United States
involvement in the Vietnam war.
The South Dakota lawmaker was
a last-minute antiwar candidate for
the Democratic presidential
nomination in 1968 and is
sometimes mentioned as a possible
contender for the nomination again
in 1972.
Kenneth Kra11, director of
programming at ETV, said that the
live coverage of the McGovern
speech will be part of a special
program over the three station
network on the Vietnam
Moratorium Day activities. Kra11 said
the program will include
commentary by a panel from the
ETV studios in Orono. He said the
participants on the panel have not
been announced.
McGovern will not be the only
nationally prominent Democrat
speaking in Maine on Vietnam
Moratorium Day. Maine's Senator
Edmund S. Muskie, the 1968
Democratic vice presidential
candidate, will be taking part in the
antiwar activities in the state with a
speech at Bates College in Lewiston.
NOW
PLAYING
Some political observers view
McGovern's speaking trip into
Muncie's home territory as a bid for
the leadership fo the nation's peace
movement.
Glee Clubs form
by Paula Day
The music department is
currently organizing varsity men's
and women's glee clubs. All
university students are invited to
audition. If accepted they will earn
one credit hour for their
participation.
According to Professor Robert
Godwin, music department
chairman, glee clubs were once
popular parts of the university
community. Before World War II
the men's glee club in particular was
very popular not only in Maine but
throughout New England. It was for
this choral group that the "Maine
Stein Song" was written.
Now, under the direction of a
new faculty member, Assistant
Professor Vernon H. Opheim, Maine
hopes to again build up high quality
glee clubs. Although the clubs will
specialize in singing for campus
functions, exchange concerts with
other colleges and universities are
being planned.
Interested students should contact
the music department in Lord Hall
for further information.
111118011-it wen
where the heads of all nations meet
EVES AT
7 and 9 P.M.
'ALICE'S RESTAURANT'
stamngARLD GUTHRIE 420COLOR by DeLuse United Artists
TIME Magazine says: "Alice's Restaurant may be the best film
about young people ever made in this country.'
OLD TOWN BODY SHOP
Body & Fender Repairing
Painting & Welding
Gas, Oil & Auto Accessories
Front End Alignments & Wheel Balancing
Namco Approved
Old Town, Maine
Tel. 827-2400 for Free Estimates
BREWER AUCTION ROOMS
Thousands of used books. Every
kind printed. Fiction, non-fiction,
text, paperbacks.
Always a large selection of good used furniture
At low, low prices
Hundreds of Antiques
For that Meaningful Gift
Largest Shop in the State
754,11/ — 9:12
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Piano concert
(PICS) — University of Maine
faculty member Walter Nowick and
guest pianist Deborah Moscowitz
will present a piano recital fro four
hands in the first Lord Hall concert
of the season this Friday (Oct. 10)
at 8:15 p.m. in Lord Hall Recital
Hall.
Two Mozart selectians, "Fantasia
II in F Minor" and "Sonata Number
Four in C Major," will open the
program which will also include
Debussy's "Petite Suite," Brahms'
"Variations on a Theme by Robert
Schumann," and Schubert's
"Fantasie in F Minor, Op. 103."
Miss Moscowitz, a Sarah
Lawrence graduate who earned a
master's degree in music at
Columbia University, is working
with Nowick while living in Surry.
Miss Moscowitz has appeared in a
Town Hall concert in New York
City, as well as a number of other
performances.
Nowick, a resident of Surry who
joined the UM music faculty last
year, is a graduate of Juilliard
School of Music. He lived for 17
years in Japan where he taught at
the Kyoto City Music School and
Kyoto Women's University before
returning to the U.S. in 1965. He
returned to Japan for the next three
winters. In the summer students
from Japan study at his studio in
Surry where he presents a series of
twice-a-week concerts.
Varsity football coach Walter
Abbott is a former grid standout for
Stephens High of Rumford.
rrituAN VILLAGE
f!".59eticaza
Featuring
Pizza - Spaghetti
Gourmet
Sandwiches
Put Up to Talcs Out
TEL 942-7117
OPPOSITS SOUTH CAMPUS
Westgate Mall
Bangor, Maine
Open Daily AJLee II P.111
Usu. tine Bas.
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OFFICE SUPPLY CO.
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131 Washington St.
Bangor
9424719
HARDING
FLORIST
WEDDING souQuErs
FUNERAL DESIGNS
CORSAGES
POTTED PLANTS
cuT FLOV/ERS
FLOWERS BY WIRE
Free Delivery to Campos
CALI. 989.2100
22 S. Maio St. BREWER
Libby addresses
S.A.C. meeting
by Brian Clemons
President Winthrop Libby gave an
address Wednesday evening Oct. 1,
to an audience of 300 students and
faculty members at the first annual
meeting of the Student Action
Corps (S.A.C.).
Libby stated he believes in the
work of the Student Action Corps
and is delighted to have such a
creditable organization on campus.
He added that parents and citizens
consider the university institution to
be a womb in which students should
be obedient, polite and studious —
in general, "seen and not heard."
Students today do not accept this
"under the wing" treatment.
Upon graduation students are
thrown into a real world bulging
with problems and a "motherly"
institution does not prepare a
student properly for a realistic
future. The S.A.C., Libby said
provides the participating student
with needed exposure to social
injustices, poverty and mental and
physical illnesses.
The general principle behind the
S.A.C. is a sharing with others that
which we have and by our giving
will benefit them. To President
Libby, S.A.C. is an able and
effective organization and he
publicly gave it his congratulations
on a fine showing in challenging
various civic problems. Libby
proudly encouraged the work of
S.A.C. and declared it to be one of
the finest such organizations in the
entire nation.
New senate
continued from page I
Paul Haskell defeated Ron Lebel
57-54 in Monday's run-off election
for a seat on the off-campus
delegation, after Miss Virginia
Krauter resigned her seat due to
other commitments. Haskell and
Lebel had tied for llth place among
the off-campus candidates in
Wednesday's election. Lebel
indicated later that he had failed to
vote on Wednesday.
This year's Senators and their
constituencies are as follows:
Androscoggin: Karen Monahan,
Carol Fisher, Gina Luchini;
Aroostook: Pete Bergeron, Russ Van
Hazinga; Augusta: Anna Jipson,
Carol Garner; Balentine: Lynn
MacFarland, Sue Steed; Belfast:
Mary Benson, Karen Sirois; Cabins:
Gerard Fontaine; Chadbourne:
Willard Bartlett, David Walker;
Colvin: Margaret Stetson; Corbett:
Alan Aalerud, Greg Carpenter, Doug
Richardson; Cumberland: Glenn
Bushel, Csaba Farkas, Chuck
Weaver; Dunn: Neal Davis, Scott
Fahey, Bart Knight; Estabrooke:
Anne Platte; Gannett: Paull
McCarthy, Bruce Hutson, Bob
Chamberlain; Hancock: Joanne
Monaghan, Rosanne Labree, Anne
Covell; Hannibal Hamlin: Alexander
Boardman; Hart: Nancy Grout,
Martha Mayo, Judy Hackett;
Kennebec: Jeanne Robbins, Becky
Williams. Knox: Wendy Hollett, Ann
Johnson, Sue Lafleur, Judi Hartman;
Lewiston: David Johnson, Charles
James; Oak: Marc Ayotte.
Off-Campus: Bruce Johnson,
Richard Michaud, Robert Dennis,
Jeffrey Young, Greg Lamothe,
Darrell French, Steve King, John
Perna, Deborah Young, Paul Haskell.
Oxford: Charles Dipompo, Mitch
Ambrose, Michael Merison, Steve
Fulton; Penobscot: Sue Brown, Gret
Meany; Rockland: David Gordon,
David Smith; Somerset: Lorilea
Dickens, Nancy Churchill, Nancy
Hartwick, Joline Hart; Stodder: Lee
Leighton, Ron Dyer; York: Beverly
Anderson, Katie Henderson, Becky
Clifford.
Alpha Gammo Rho: Dan Sullivan;
Beta Theta Pi: Barry Parker; Kappa
Sigma: Arthur Hoyt; Phi Eta Kappa:
Bob Allen; Phi Gamma Delta: Bob
Mennealy; Phi Mu Delta: Dennis
Hatch; Sigma Alpha Epsilon:
Llewelyn Willett; Sigma Chi: Dave
Rollins; Sigma Phi Epsilon: Mike
Karter; Tau Kappa Epsilon: Wayne
Carpenter; Theta Chi: Bob Psradis;
Phi Kappa Sigma: Herbert Graham;
Tau Epsilon Phi: Charles Pike;
After President Libby's address,
Richard Bowne, president of S.A.C.,
spoke stating the biggest problem
facing S.A.C. is that many citizens
think of "college student" as a dirty
phrase, thus making it hard for
members to establish a working
relationship. However, once this
barrier is broken much progress can
be achieved.
Bowne added creditation may be
possible for persons with applicable
majors who devote 8-10 hours
weekly to one of a number of
S.A.C. social projects.
Bowne later made an appeal to all
fraternities to practice brotherhood
and fraternalism by going to work
for S.A.C. and the neighboring
communities. In the past many
fraternities have given Halloween
and Christmas parties for local
orphans. Bowne urged the Greeks to
spread their good will to all area
people who need their talent, help
and friendship.
Bowne then introduced the
officers and Vice President Barb
Patterson introduced the various
project heads and each project
briefly.
Some of the projects include a
Cerebral Palsy Project, a Big Sister
Project, a Day Care Project, and a
project where members visit the
Eastern Maine Medical Center and
talk with bedridden patients and
elderly citizens.
Other projects include Higgins
Institute, a tutorial project, as are
the Indian Island and Old Town
High School projects. S.A.C. also
offers volunteer work in rural
schools.
reader
0 •
opinion
continued from page 13
only took a nickel. It would be
like finding Arlo Guthrie was
your new roommate or meeting
Donovan whistling softly under
the trees. A salty dog would be
vinous spirits in the rooms of
young adults or a twenty-four
hour open house policy for the
graduate students of Estabrooke
Hall who are capable of
deciding their own destinies. It
would be no eight o'clock
classes, people smiling back on
the sidewalk, poetry in every
lecture, or a candle burning in
the night. Of course, this is just
my idea of a salty dog.
Not to change the subject or
anything, but did you ever
wonder who or what was really
Numero Uno around here, the
real Chief'? Well, I've got an
idea on that too. He's a
squizzled up old man with long
white hair and a cotton candy
beard. And someday when I'm
exploring the cellar of one of
these quaint, ivy covered
buildings, I'm going to stumble
into a dark and dusty little
room and voila! He'll be sitting
on a wooden bench in flowing
black robes with a little black
book in his lap. And he'll flash
a cute little grin, take his silver
rimmed cheaters from those
twinkly blue eyes, and say,
"What can I do for you, boy?"
And I'll say, "I'm looking for
a salty dog."
And he'll say, "If I can't be
your salty dog, then I don't
want to be your man at all."
Now if you should find him
before I do, please explain that
we know he's busy. But ask
him nicely to hurry with our
salty dog.
Christopher Hodgkins
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the
charley
brown
Where the girls are is
where the Charley
Brown is! This
new -look CPO
shirt/jacket in 100%
wool has a warm fleece
lining, great detailing
including button front
and button-down patch
pockets. Distinctive
plaids and solids. Men's
sizes S,M,L,XL. $25.
Cutler's Men Store
Old Town
Bridgton
drops
frosh 37-0
by Gary Growe
The UM froth football team was
dumped 25-7 by Bridgton Academy at
Orono Friday.
The Bridgton Wolverines blitzed the
Bear Cubs for three TDs in the 1st
period.
Bridgton linebacker Aidan Moore
picked off Hank Hastings' initial pass
attempt and returned the bail to
Maine's 32. Quarterback Harmon
Hudson guided the Wolverines to the
TD in six plays. Steve Andrews
capped the drive going over
unmolested from the eight. The kick
was wide and Bridgton led 6-0.
With Wayne Chapman and Roman
Maxsimic moving well on the ground,
Maine drove to their 46 but were
stalled and had to punt.
End Craig Wicks crashed through
the line, blocked the punt and
teammate Dick McCauley grabbed the
loose ball and went to the Maine 19.
Fullback Warren Collins shredded
the Cub defense for 17 yards to the
two. On the following play he rolled
into the Promised Land and Bridgton
led 12-0. The PAT effort was no
good.
Stifled by the Wolverine defense,
Maine turned the ball over on a punt.
Field general Harmon Hudson
directed his team on a 74 yard
five-play march for a touchdown. A
sparkling 43 yard jaunt by Hudson
put the visitors out in front 18-0. The
conversion gave Bridgton a 19-0 bulge
at the close of the quarter.
As the first half was closing, Craig
Wicks blocked his second punt of the
drizzly afternoon. Aidan Moore
scooped up the football and rambled
five yards for a TD. The kick was no
good.
Bridgton left the field at the half
with a 25-0 lead.
The Cub defense clamped down on
the rampaging Wolverines in the
second half. However, they were
unable to generate enough offense to
close the gap.
The frosh did manage to avert a
shutout. Running back Wayne
Chapman muscled into the endzone
from one yard out. Bob McConnell's
kick was good and Maine trailed 25-7.
The loss left the Cubs with an 0-1
record to date.
I Paul DulacFootball Captain
"MEET ME AT LUM'S"
643 Broadway,Bangor
Sul Gavot
Alignment
& Balance
Flying A
866-2538
Ikahrersfty Motors
Sal Gave*
U.S. Tires
AAA
Chevron
866-2311
KEEPSAKE
—DIAMONDS—
DeGrasse Jewelers
watch and Jewelry repairing
University ol Maine
CLASS RINGS
Complete tine Of fralersity-mll
sorority charms
18 Main St. Orme
Tel. 8664033
by Blox Daugherty
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Candidates for the 1969 Homecoming Queen title at UM turn
their charms on the Black Bear. Left to right are queen hopefuls
Ruth McCleery of Farmington, Linda Lisica of Saco, Nancy
Pedrini of Plymouth, Mass., Mary Ellen Savage of Elkton, Md., and
Katharine Dickinson of Milford, Conn. The Bear is Bob Smullen of
Lewiston, a member of Alpha Phi Omega Service Fraternity.
Homecoming is set for Saturday, Oct. 18. Voting will take place
in the Memorial Union, Thursday, Oct. 16, from 9:00 a.m. - 5:00
p.m.; and from 4:30-6:00 p.m. in Brewer Hall, South Campus. The
queen will be crowned at the rally at 7:00 p.m. Friday, Oct. 17.
Frosh booters
beat Hinkley
Maine's freshmen soccer team unassisted ten seconds after the start
made a successful debut with a 1 - 0 of the second period. The rest of
win over Hinkley Academy at the shots were stopped by Hinkley
Orono last Thursday. goalie Fleck (18 saves) who
The cubs completely dominated undoubtedly was the busiest
the game even though the score was individual of the afternoon. Ming,
low getting off 19 shots to the the Cub goalie had two saves.
opponents four. The Cubs take off to paly
Paul Willis booted the lone tally Bowdoin's frosh on Tuesday.
Albee's 'Zoo Story' at coffeehouse
Edward Albee's one act play Anouilh's "Antigone," a reader's
"The Zoo Story" will be presented theatre and a dance performance.
Tuesday, Oct. 14, at 8:15 p.m. at For further information contact
the Coffee House. Harry Davis and either Bill Rayne, Harry Davis or
Jeff Nichols will play the roles of Denise Wilbur.
Peter and Jerry.
The Coffee House Theatre began
in the spring semester of 1969
under the direction of graduate
students in theatre. Its purpose was
to provide a facility and audience
for student directors as well as to
give more actors more opportunities
to exercise their talents. Most often
the productions have been of recent
off-broadway plays that open the
way for experimentation.
This year a theatre production
will be featured every Tuesday
evening at 8:15 p.m. except when
the Maine Masque Theatre is
performing. Although the schedule
for this year is still tentative,
upcoming events will include
Girls Girls Girls
New Salon Hours to Service
Your Beauty Needs
.Monday thru Friday 9-5
Vaturday 9-1
Wednesday & Friday Fvenings
by Appointment
Mr. Reginald's Hair Fashions
33 Main St Orono 866-4010
41 Park St. Bangor 942-7411
Holy hepatitis
The new head football coach at
Holy Cross College, Bill Whitton,
has stated "it is absolutely
impossible to play out" the
remaining football schedule because
of an epidemic of infectious
hepatitis.
Dr. John Shea, vice president of
student affairs, said virtually every
member of the 60-man footbal
squad had indications of the disease.
The illness attacks the liver and
the only sure cure is rest— usually
taking about six weeks. The disease
CLASS1F D
LOST - Light-brown suede jacket.
Last seen at dance at Lengyii Gym
Sat. Sept. 27. Valuable I.D. cards in
pocket. If found notify Becky Jones
311 Belfast Hall. So. Campus.
FOR RENT. Furnished room with
lavoratory. Twin beds, 2 desks, 2
dressers. Adjoining bath. Off street
parking for one car. Warm and
clean, five minutes from the
university Call 827-3569.
FINEST CHINESE FOOD
IN EASTERN MAINE
Take-Out Servire
Ample Free Parking
STATE STREET, VEAZ1E TEL 945-6500
;
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Bears beat Bates 2-1 Bears hope for third win
by Blox Daugherty
The UM soccer team won its
third straight game September 30 by
defeating Bates 3-2 at Lewiston, and
then suffered its first loss last
Saturday at the hands of Rhode
Island 7-1 at Kingston, R.I.
Gary Lee's goal in the fourth
period, his second of the game, put
the Bears ahead to stay as the Maine
booters won their first fictory ever
over Bates.
Bates scored first on an unassisted
goal by Don Gissler in the first
period. Maine's Ruben Hemandex
tied it at one-all in the second
period with an assist from Rick
Salon. With one second remaining in
the half Lee put it away with help
from Dave Brown and the Bears
went ahead 2-1. d Hibbard scored
for Bates in the third period and the
score remained at two apiece until
Lee's fmal tally, assisted by David
Lions.
Maine did not dominate the
offensive play, Bates taking 13 shots
on the goal as compared to the
Bear's II. Maine goal tender Bill
Herland had 10 saves while Bates'
Rogers was credited with seven.
Rhode Island showed tremendous
strength in womping the Blue.
"They were the best team I've seen
since I've been coaching here," said
Bear coach Paul Stoyell, "If they
play this way the rest of the season,
I don't see anybody knocking them
off'.
Rhody had 39 shots at the goal
compared to Maine's 11, showing
almost cplete control. Bill Herland
had 14 saves and the Rams' Cerveny
had eight.
Maine's only goal was scored by
Vern Connell in the second period
when he headed in a pass from
Wright.
On Tuesday, Maine visits
Bowdoin, another foe they have yet
to defeat. Bowdoin currently holds
a 04-0 record, but has been
hampered with injuries, among them
their all state center forward Lee
Rowe. However Rowe is expected
to be available against Maine.
Maine's Jossy Byamah is still
sidelined with a pulled hamstring,
but may see action, depending on
how well he is able to work out
Monday.
by Blox Daugherty
The UM Bear defensive unit is
expected to get another testing
Saturday when Maine hosts the
Wildcats from the University of New
Hampshire.
The Wildcats come to town in
fine style after holding off a fine
University of Connecticut eleven,
14-6 last weekend, and picked up
their second victory against one
defeat.
"New Hampshire has a good
team," commented Coach Walt
Abbott, "They have an excellent
backfield, plenty of speed and
quickness." The Wildcats are
basically a running team, led by
halfback Bob Rudolph who scored
both touchdowns last week, but
they can throw the ball when they
have to.
BASKETBALL NOTICE
Varsity Basketball - all men
interested in going out for varsity
basketball meet in the Memorial
Gym on Oct. 15 at 3:30 p.m.
Freshman basketball - Meeting for
all freshmen interested in froth
basketball at 4 p.m., Oct. 15 in the
Memorial Gym.
"kr 404111
Get a Head Start on the Season
( Just look who else did!)
Besides Head Skis at Chandler's, there are:
• Rossignol, Fischer and Fischer-Alu Skis
• Raichle, Rosemount, Lange and Humanic Boots
• Marker Bindings, Scott Poles, Head Skiwear
• Factory and Slope-trained Staff
Chandler's Ski Shop is a division of
I. E. Chandler, Ltd., Maine's Outstanding College Shop
Maine has come back in fine form
since its opening loss to UMass,
Licking Southern Connecticut 21-14
and Rhode Island 35-7. "They're
playing aggressively now," said
Abbott, in reference to the Bears,
"They're getting hungry."
The Bears have one major lineup
change as defensive end Rick Coffin
suffered an ankle injury in last
week's Rhode Island game and will
be lost for the season. Stan
Maddock, who did a fine job filling
in for Rick last week, will get the
starting nod.
Also lost for the remainder of the
season is junior tailback Bob
Hamilton, who was injured in the S.
Conn game. Dan Sullivan, another
junior who has seen plenty of action
and is the team's leading scorer with
18 points, will again start at
tailback.
Maine will again try to establish
their running attack, but the Dave
Wing-Gene Benner pass combination
will probably be put to use to offset
the activities of Sullivan and
fullback Bob Marchildon.
As usual, the Big Blue will not be
the bigger team on the field,
physically and will have to show
what they are made of. But UNH
sports a 1-0-0 record while Maine
stands at 1-1-0, so the size
difference shouldn't be the great
factor as it has sometimes been.
Coach Abbott and his staff expect
"a good game" as the Bears will
again be out to prove that the 47-7
loss to UMass.was not a true
indication of their ability.
campus
sports
Devarney returns
by Pam Murphy
1965 is one year Maine football
fans won't forget for some time.
The Maine Bears astonished one
team after another and ended up
romping over the University of
Rhode Island 36-0 and winning the
Yankee Conference race.
No one will forget the year nor
the man that led the team, Dick
DeVarney. Adjectives such as
razor-sharp, chief spear-carrier,
unbelievably accurate, and superb
were used to describe DeVarney
during his career here at Maine.
His name still leads the column in
the most records held by any one
man. DeVarney holds the record in
16 different categories ranging from
the most touchdown passes, to the
most completions, to the most
punts in a game.
Last year, after a three year
absence, DeVarney returned to
Maine and joined the coaching staff
as freshmen baseball and football
coach. Again this year he will be
coacing freshmen baseball but has
been promoted to varsity offensive
backfield coach-in football.
During that thee-year leave
DeVarney was continuously
connected with sports.
Following graduation Dick
coached football at Whitesboro High
School in New York until he
decided to play baseball in the
Kansas City farm organization. After
leaving the farm team in '67 he
returned to Bangor where he taught
school at Garland Street Junior High
and coached football at Bangor High
School. It was in '68 that DeVarney
finally returned to his old alma
mater.
DeVarney said that he enjoyed
coaching here at Maine but would
someday like to be head baseball
coach at a college.
SPORTS
CALENDAR
Oct 10
Freshmen Football at New
llampshire (2:30 p.m.)
Oct. I I
Varsity Football, New Hampshire
(1:30 p.m.)
Cross Country, New Hampshire
(2:30 p.m.)
Freshen Cross Country, Presque Isle
HS (10:00 a.m.)
Soccer. New Hampshire (10:00
a.m.)
Sailing at Tufts (12:30 p.m.)
Oct. 14
Freshmen Soccer, Colby (2:30 p.m.)
Oct. 15
Freshmen Cross Country, Schenck
(4:00 p.j.)
Soccer. Bates (2:30 p.m.)
Speaking of that "miracle team"
of three years ago Dick recalled "we
were fortunate. We weren't big but
our defensive did a tremendous job
all year. They always kept the game
close enough so that if we didn't
score right away we still had a good
chance of beating our opponent."
About this year's team Dick says
"we're small, but we have a great
deal of experience and we feel that
we're getting better every game, as
has been proven."
Expressing his views on how the
game of football is changing,
DeVarney said, "the offense is
getting more sophisticated, I think
its a new trend. The offensive plays
are getting more complicated and
therefore it takes the defense more
time to figure them out. The result
will be higher scoring games."
Concerning scholarships he said
"considering how strong everyone is
in our conference, I think it's
something we're going to have to
come to."
DeVarney concluded by saying
that "win or lose, Maine always
plays an exciting game of football.
They're well worth going to watch."
WANT TO LEARN TO FLY?
Anyone interested in learning
more about flying or in helping to
form a flying club? There will be an
organizational meeting at 7:30, Oct.
22 in 204 Education Building or
you can contact Brud Folger in the
Memorial Gym.
ANNOUNCEMENT
The Women's Gymnastics Club
meets every Thursday evening
6:30-9:30 p.m. in Lengyl Gym. All
women students are welcome.
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